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Order PSITTACIFORMES 

Distinctive, familiar, and often strikingly coloured birds, with characteristic shape and structure. Often highly 
conspicuous. Small to large, ranging in size from tiny pygmy-parrots Micropsitta ofN ew Guinea, the Moluccas and the 
Solomon Is (c. 9 em in length and weighing 10-18 g) to large macaws of South America (up to c. 1m in total length 
including tail, and weighing up to 1.7 kg), large cockatoos (e.g. Red-tailed Black-Cockatoo Calyptorhynchus banksii; 
up to 60 em in total length including tail, and weighing up to 870 g), and flightless Kakapo Strigops habroptilus ofNZ 
(up to 64 em in total length, including tail, and weighing up to 2 kg). Third largest non-passerine order. Roughly 329-
356 species in 76-93 genera, distributed on all continents except Antarctica; most are tropical; distributed widely in 
s. hemisphere, including some subantarctic islands ofHANZAB region; inn. hemisphere occur as far N as Safed Koh 
Mts in e. Afghanistan (Slaty-headed Parakeet Psittacula himalayana). Greatest morphological and ecological diversity 
in A'asia and probably originated in A' asian sector of Gondwana, radiating from subtropical rainforests (Hornberger 
1991; see also Forshaw & Cooper 1989). In HANZAB region, 60 species in 27 genera. Appear to lack close living 
relatives, and nearest allies difficult to determine. Suggested that nearest allies are Columbiformes (pigeons) (Burton 
1974; Forshaw & Cooper 1989), but this rejected by others (Sibley & Ahlquist 1990). Recent DNA-DNA 
hybridization studies suggest they should be placed between cuckoos and swifts (see Collar 1997; Rowley 1997). Other 
groups suggested as close allies include hawks, owls and piciforms (see Sibley & Ahlquist 1990). Recent works (e.g. 
Forshaw & Cooper 1989; Collar 1997; Rowley 1997) recognize three main groups: (1) cockatoos; ( 2) lories and 
lorikeets; and (3) parrots. However, taxonomic level of each varies: some (e.g. Forshaw & Cooper 1989) classify each 
at same level, but others (e.g. Collar 1997) group parrots with lories and lorikeets. On basis of biochemical ( Christidis 
et al. 1991a) and chromosomal (Chris tid is etal. 1991 b) studies, cockatoos were found to form a monophyletic lineage 
separate from all other Australo-Papuan parrots and lories. As such, Chris tides & Boles ( 1994) recognized two distinct 
families within Aust.: Cacatuidae (cockatoos) and Psittacidae, including the Loriinae (thus, parrots and lorikeets); 
an arrangement also supported by morphological and behavioural studies (Brereton & Immel mann 1962; Smith 197 5; 
Hornberger 1991). This arrangement followed here; both families represented in HANZAB region. Relationships 
between extralimital groups have not been examined closely and are in need of review. In recent works, extralimital 
subfamilies or tribes have been grouped with Aust. Psittacidae (Forshaw 1989; Collar 1997 ); that treatment has been 
followed here. The most widespread alternative taxonomy places all cockatoos and parrots in a single family, 
Psittacidae (e.g. Sibley et al. 1988; Forshaw & Cooper 1989; Sibley & Ahlquist 1990; Sibley & Monroe 1990; Peters). 
Many alternative taxonomies have been proposed; for reviews see Smith (197 5), Sibley & Ahlquist (1990), and 
Schodde & Mason (1997); for discussion of Aust. taxa, also see alternative treatment of Wells & Wellington ( 1992). 

Structure rather homogeneous. Bill distinctive: upper mandible downcurved, usually extending well beyond tip 
of lower mandible; lower mandible upcurved, and usually broad with rather square tip that fits neatly into inside of 
upper mandible. Usually have prominent cere. Rostrum movable, with hinge-like articulation at skull. Palate, 
desmognathous. Nares, holorhinal, impervious, always in cere. Basipterygoid process absent. Head usually large in 
proportion to body, and neck rather short; 13-15, usually 14, cervical vertebrae. Pelvic muscle formula, AXY. 
Sternum fenestrated or indented. Tongue, thick and muscular, tactile, grooved; moved by hyoid apparatus with large 
median foramen in entoglossum; tongue brush-tipped in some species (notably lorikeets in HANZAB region; see 
below). Feet, zygodactylous, with Type 1 flexor tendons (cf. Piciformes and Cuculiformes, which zygodactylous but 
with Type 6 flexor tendons). Crop present; no caeca. Oil-gland tufted or absent. Furcula weak or absent in some. 
Syrinx with three pairs of intrinsic muscles. Wings vary in shape from broad with rounded tip to narrow with pointed 
tip. Ten primaries; 10-14 secondaries; diastataxic. Tail short to very long; Prioniturus have ornate, projecting raquet
shaped central rectrices. Usually 12 rectrices. Aftershafts, short and downy. Legs, short and strong; tarsus short, with 
small granulate scales or papillae; middle toe longer than tarsus. Orbital ring usually complete. Whole body covered 
in down. Powder downs present; especially in uropygial region. Young ptilopaedic. 

Adult plumage often brightly coloured (especially in Psittacidae), though also white, grey and black (especially 
in Cacatuidae); coarse in texture; and arranged in diffuse tracts. Bare parts mostly dull colours, but some species have 
brightly coloured bills, irides, !ores and facial skin. Sexes alike (e.g. Rainbow Lorikeet Trichoglossus haematodus) or 
highly dimorphic (e.g. Eclectus Parrot Eclectus roratus). 

Adults undergo a post-breeding (pre-basic) moult each cycle; usually complete, but some species can arrest moult 
before it is finished. Adult pre-breeding moults not reported (Forshaw & Cooper 1989). Usually moult once a year, 
but some possibly take longer than a year to finish; in HANZAB region, timing varies (see Family introductions). 
Moult of primaries of adults usually centrifugal, from mid-primaries, but starting position varies. Moult of secondaries 
of adults often starts from s10 at about time moult of primaries starts, and replaced outward to finish with s1, but 
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sequence also often irregu lar (see Forshaw & Cooper 1989 ). Moult of tai l usually starts after moult of primaries well 
advanced, but usually finishes before last primary shed; sequence irregu lar (see Forshaw & Cooper 1989). Young 
altric ial; blind at hatching, covered by sparse pale down. Juveni le plumage often similar to, or slightly duller than, 
adult plumage, but remiges and rectrices usually more pointed than adults. Rate of maturation and attainment of adult 
plumage and bare parts varies greatly; slow in some spec ies. Sequence of plumages to adult and timing of moults varies 
greatly. Post-juvenile (first pre-bas ic) moult typically partial, but some possibly compete (e.g. Nestorinae). Some 
species have one or more immature plumages. 

W orldwide, occur in wide variety of habitats, from dense rainforest to open, treeless grassed plains, though 
predominantly, and with greatest diversity, in tropical rainforests (Forshaw & Cooper 1981) . In HANZAB region, 
widespread throughout alpine, tropical, temperate, semi-arid and arid zones; occur in most hab itats, from coasts to 
high alti tudes, including above treeline in alpine zones. 

No species ofCacatuidae can be regarded as completely migratory (Rowley 1997) , though some populations of some 
species undertake regular movements and considered partly migratory. Other Cacatuidae are resident, sedentary, or 
dispersive. Worldwide, Psittacidae considered resident, dispersive, nomadic or irruptive (Collar 1997); only two species 
considered migratory; at least one other species is partly migratory (Collar 1997; see Psittacidae below). Few species 
of Psittacidae are cons idered sedentary, usually island forms, and some of these occur in HANZAB region. 

Herbivorous. Most feed on seeds and fruits, supplemented by a wide range of other food, such as flowers, nectar, 
pollen and leaves. Many species include small quantities of invertebrates, mostly insects and insect larvae, in their 
diet; almost all eat some seed, which always husked before swallowing (Forsh aw & Cooper 1981; Campbell & Lack 
1985 ). Specialization evident in some groups (see Family accounts below). Feed arboreally and terrestrially; in 
HANZAB region, c. 35% of species feed mainly arboreally, c. 35% feed mainly on ground, and the rest feed both 
arboreally and terrestrially. Of those considered primarily arboreal or terrestrial, about a third of species within those 
categories occasionally feed on other substrates . When feeding in trees or shrubs, agile and acrobatic, and clamber 
active ly through outer branches and foliage, stretching to reach food, and often hanging upside down; use both bill 
and feet; while climbing among foliage of trees, often use bill to grasp branches and then clamber up or across from 
previous position . On ground, equally active, picking up fallen seeds or fruits from ground, or taking them directly fro m 
flowering or seeding heads; when food beyond reach, will stetch up to reach , or stand on stalks of plants, felling them 
to ground; many also use bill to dig up underground roots, corms or bulbs, or scratch soil with feet (Forshaw & Cooper 
198 1; also see species accounts). Many use bill to tear away or crush hard seed capsules, such as those of Eucalyptus 
and casuarina, and extract seeds from them; bill also used by some to tear open trunks of trees and branches for wood
boring insect larvae. Many use feet to manipulate food and to bring food to bill (Smith 1971; Forshaw & Cooper 1981 ); 
some show preference for use of particular foot, usually left (Forshaw & Cooper 1981; Joseph 1989; Magrath 1994 ). 
In HANZAB region , G lossy Black-Cockatoos Calyptorhynchus lathami exclusively or predominantly left footed 
(] oseph 1989; Magrath 1994; Pepper 1996), Yellow-tailed Calyptorhynchus funereus and Red-tai led Black-Cockatoos, 
Gang-gang Callocephalon fimbriatum and Palm Probosciger aterrimus Cockatoos predominantly left footed; while 
Eastern Platycercus eximius and Pale-headed P . adscitus Rosellas predominantly right footed (Cannon 1977; 
Prendergast 1985; Joseph 1989). Drink water at least once during day; most come to drink early in morning, some in 
morning and late afternoon, and some throughout day depending on heat of day; most drink by scooping water in lower 
mandible, then tilting head back (Campbell & Lack 1985); also drink water by lapping, lad ling or suck-pumping 
(Schodde & Mason 1997). 

Usually very vocal. Calls described as squawks, screeches, squeals, shrieks, whistles, cackles, chatters, buzzes or 
twitters. Many calls h arsh, guttural and described as strident, but other calls can be musical rolling screeches and 
melodic whistles or warbles, often piping in quality. Many calls loud and distinctive; sometimes raucous. In HANZAB 
region, exceptional calls are those produced by mechanical means by Palm Cockatoos, and remarkable Booming made 
by male Kakapo during displays (see those texts for details). In HANZAB region, voice not well studied, though 
several notable exceptions (see below and family introductions). Repertoire of calls of Budgerigar Melopsittacus 
undulatus well known from studies in captivity and in wild; otherwise, repertoires poorly known. Size of repertoire 
appears to vary greatly between species, though this may be more a reflection of lack of knowledge of many spec ies. 
Some species have as many as 20 or more described calls. Brereton ( 1963a,b, 1971 a,b ) and Pidgeon ( 1981) compared 
reperto ires of a number of A ust. species. Brereton (1971b) suggested that the information content of voca lizations 
low in species occurring mainly in hab itats with abundant resources, and most complex when resources at 
intermediate levels, but aga in simpler with increasing scarcity of resources. Suggested that some calls of Budgerigar 
functionally equivalent to song of passerine birds (see account for Budgerigar); this may also be true of calls of some 
other parrots. Within species, variation in calls sometimes complex, with some described as grading from one to 
another across a wide range of intermediates; these variations generally not well understood. Individual variation 
often used for individual recognition within pairs, and used to recognize members within family or other groupings 
(e.g. Calyptorhynchus, Galah Eolophus roseicapillus and Budgerigar). Some calls sexually distinctive in many species 
of both families. In HANZAB region, little or no information on seasonal variation for most species. Regional 
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variations in repertoire and variations in call characteristics little studied in HANZAB region but rarely apparent. 
However, known from at least three species in HANZAB region (Australian Ringneck Barnardius zonarius, Red
crowned Parakeet Cyanoramphus novaezelandiae and Kaka Nestor meridionalis). Calls of young often show similarity 
in structure between related species. Courtney (1974, 1986, 1993, 1996, 1997a,b,c) studied development of calls in 
young of many species of Aust. parrots. Food-begging Calls of many young parrots change with age. Brereton & 
Pidgeon (1966) speculate on ontogeny of calls in Eastern Rosella and provide illustrative sonagrams. They suggest 
adult calls develop from simple squawk given by nestlings. In exceptional instance of Galah being reared in wild with 
brood of Major Mitchell's Cockatoo Cacatua leadbeateri, Galah adopted calls of foster parents (Rowley & Chapman 
1986). Mimicry almost absent in wild (but see Palm Cockatoo), but common in many species in captivity, especially 
cockatoos and Budgerigar, but also Rainbow Lorikeet, Polytelis, Swift Parrot Latham us discolor, Red-crowned Parakeet 
and Turquoise Parrot Neophema pulchella. 

For discussion of Social Organization and Social Behaviour, see family accounts below. 
Breeding well known for most species in HANZAB region, poorly known extralimitally. Breeding generally 

seasonal, though some species can breed at any time if conditions suitable. Nest mainly in hollows in trees; some 
species nest on ground, under rocks or vegetation, or in tunnels excavated in arboreal or terrestrial termitaria. Eggs 
white. Clutch-size varies; in HANZAB region, largest clutches laid by Psittacinae and most species ofPlatycercinae 
in temperate areas and tropical semi-arid areas . Incubation by female only in Psittacidae and some Cacatuidae, by both 
sexes in Cacatua, Callocephalon, Eolophus and Nymphicus. Young altricial, nidicolous. Naked at hatching; generally 
develop down within first week. Young usually fed by female at first, then by both sexes. Fledgelings usually remain 
with parents for some time (Forshaw & Cooper 1981). 

Worldwide, at least 90 species of parrots (c. 25% of all species) considered threatened (King 1981; Collar & 
Andrew 1988; Collar et al. 1994 ). In the HANZAB region, the only extinct taxa are: the Parad ise Parrot Psephotus 
pulcherrimus (the only species extinct on mainland Aust.), probably through combined effects of overgrazing and 
drought; the Norfolk Island Kaka Nestor productus, which was killed for food and whose habitat was largely cleared; 
Lord Howe I. subspecies of Red-crowned Parakeet Cyanoramphus novaezelandiae subflavescens, possibly killed off by 
hunting and trapping; and the Macquarie I. subspecies of the Red-crowned Parakeet C.n. erythrotis, which was 
extirpated by cats (Garnett 1993 ). However, many more species are threatened: Garnett ( 1993) lists another 22 taxa 
in Aust. that are nationally threatened; of these, seven species are endangered, five vulnerable, five rare, and five 
insufficiently known. In addition, of the eight species of parrots native to NZ, the Kakapo is endangered; Orange
fronted Parakeet Cyanoramphus malherbi is rare; Kaka, Forbes' Parakeet C. forbesi and Antipodes Island Parakeet 
vulnerable; and Yellow-crowned Parakeet C. auriceps and Kea Nestor notabilis near threatened (Taylor 1985; Collar 
et al. 1994). In temperate woodlands and grassy woodlands of s. Aust., one species of woodland-dependent parrot, the 
Paradise Parrot, is extinct, and six others threatened; another three species of woodland-associated parrots are also 
threatened (Robinson & Traill1996). 

Overall, major threatening process is extensive clearance and fragmentation ofhabitat, particularly inS. America 
(King 1981; Collar & Andrew 1988; Collar et al. 1994 ). In HANZAB region, degradation, clearance and subsequent 
fragmentation of natural habitats for agriculture and forestry, including collection offirewood, have adversely affected 
many species (e.g. Glossy Black-Cockatoo, e. population of Regent Parrot Polytelis anthopeplus); small and isolated 
remnants are often too small to support viable populations of birds. Overgrazing and altered fire-regimes also change 
structure of vegetation, and have reduced populations and range of several species (e.g. Golden-shouldered Parrot 
Psephotus chrysopterygius, Scarlet-chested Parrot Neophema splendida, Ground Parrot Pezoporus wallicus). In Tas., 
preferred feeding habitat of Swift Parrot threatened by clearfelling and woodchipping of forests ofT asmanian Blue 
Gum Eucalyptus globulus. Orange-bellied Parrots Neophema chrysogaster threatened by destruction of coastal saltmarsh, 
the main feeding habitat on mainland Aust. In some areas, removal of hollow-bearing trees causes local shortages of 
nesting hollows, which, in turn, then reduces opportunities to breed. Ins. Aust., harvesting of forests for firewood 
usually removes old dead trees, which often contain hollows; as a result, the reduction in the number of hollows 
available for nesting has caused declines of populations of many parrots throughout range (Robinson & T raill1996). 
There is little replacement of suitable hollow-bearing trees, e.g. in sw. W A, the lowest average age of nest-trees used 
by parrots was estimated at 275 years and 446 years for cockatoos (Mawson & Long 1994, 1997; contra Stoneman et . 
al. 1997). Further, introduced hollow-nesting species, such as Common Starlings Sturn us vulgaris and Common Mynas 
Acridotheres tristis, and some introduced parrots (such as Sulphur-crested Cockatoos Cacatua galerita in W A and 
Crimson Rosellas Platycercus elegans in NZ and on Norfolk I.), as well as Common Brushtailed Possums Trichosurus 
vulpecula and feral honeybees Apus mellifera, appear to compete with some species for use of hollows; this problem 
exacerbated in areas where hollows in short supply as a result of changes to habitats (Smithers & Disney 1969; Dawe 
1979; Saunders et al. 1985; Garnett 1993) . 

Conversely, populations of some species (e .g. Elegant Parrot Neophema elegans) have increased, and ranges 
expanded after native vegetation cleared and converted to farmland, which has created habitat of similar structure 
to preferred natural habitats. Other species (e .g. Rainbow Lorikeet) have experienced increases in populations and 
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expansion of range since the 1970s, probably resulting from greater availability of food after the establishment and 
maturation of native trees in parks and gardens in urban areas (Veerman 1991). In some areas, changes to habitats 
through establishment of agricultural production, particularly grain production, and provision of water for stock, has 
allowed some species, notably Galahs, Sulphur-crested Cockatoos and Little Cacatua sanguinea and Long-billed C. 
tenuirostris Corel las, to undergo dramatic increases in population and expansion of range, to the extent that they are 
considered pests in some rural areas (Saunders et al. 1985; Rowley 1990; Serventy & Whittell). Worldwide, some 
species are threatened by persecution in agricultural areas, where seen as pests to crops (e.g. Blue-winged Macaw Ara 
maracana, Hispaniolan Parakeet Aratinga chloroptera); the Carolina Parakeet Conuropsis carolina ofN. America was 
hunted to extinction in late 19th and early 20th centuries because it was considered a pest of agriculture (Halliday 
1978; Collar et al. 1994 ). ln agricultural areas of sw. Vic., one of the most common causes of death of Long-billed 
Corellas is shooting by farmers (Emison et al. 1994 ); in W A, an open season declared on feral Sulphur-crested 
Cockatoos (Saunders etal. 1985 ), and several other species of parrots are also legally shot (Robinson & Brouwer 1989). 
In NZ, large numbers of Red-crowned Parakeets were formerly shot as pests around crops (Turbott 1967; Taylor 1985; 
Oliver). 

Popular cage-birds. Throughout world, illegal taking of eggs or young from nests, or adults from wild populations 
for avicultural trade a major threat to continued survival of some species, e.g. Red-and-Blue Lory Eos histrio, Spix's 
Macaw Cyanopsittaspixii, Hyacinth Macaw Anodorhynchus hyacinthinus, Thick-billed Parrot Rhynchopsitta pachyrhyncha, 
Green-cheeked Amazon Amazona viridigenalis (King 1981; Collar & Andrew 1988; Ridgely 1989; Snyder et al. 1989; 
Juniper 1991; Collar et al. 1994) . However, the effect of illegal collecting is exacerbated by threats posed by loss of 
habitat as described above (Collar et al. 1994; Forshaw). In HANZAB region, several species of cockatoos and parrots 
with small populations are threatened by illegal collecting for av iculture, for both local and overseas markets, e.g. 
Eclectus Parrot and subspecies narethae of Blue Bonnet Northiella haematogaster (Garnett 1993). In Aust., many 

hollows destroyed by collectors hacking holes in trees to get access to nest-hollows and eggs or young. Hollows that 
are not destroyed often repeated ly robbed, either in subsequent seasons or after birds re-lay in same season after theft 
of clutch (Forshaw). In NT, trial programme introduced to legally exploit wild populations of Red-tailed Black
Cockatoos, involving collection of eggs, nestlings and adults (Anon. 1995 ). Similar schemes have been proposed in 
other areas of Aust., involving other abundant or pest species, but have not been accepted. Extralimitally, extinction 
or declines in populations have also been blamed on human persecution, especially if thought to be pest of agricultural 
production, and including hunting (e.g. Snyder et al. 1989). 
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Family PSITTACIDAE parrots and lories 

Usually brilliantly co loured, and vary greatly in size. About 310-335 species in 70-87 genera (Schodde & Mason 
1997); 46 species in 21 genera in HANZAB region. Distributed on all continents except Antarctica; most diverse in 
A'asia, but other centres of diversity in Old World (Africa and Indian subcontinent) and New World (S. America 
and s. N. America) (Smith 1975; Forshaw & Cooper 1989; Schodde & Mason 1997) . 

Taxonomy at subfamily leve l not clear at present time. Different authors have recognized 5-11 different groups 
within Psittac idae (see Smith 1975; Forshaw & Cooper 1989; Sibley & Ahlquist 1990; Collar 1997) . Eleven 
infrafamilial groups have been recognized here, following Schodde & Mason (1997) for those with representatives 
in HANZAB region, and Collar ( 1997) for those wholly extralimital. The following four groups occur extralimitally: 
Psittrichadini (Pesquet's Parrot Psittrachas fulgidus, monotypic) ; Micropsittini (pygmy parrots, six species); Psittacini 
(Afrotropical parrots, 12 species); and Arini (Neotropical parrots, 148 species); these not considered further below. 

Schodde & Mason (1 997) recognized six infrafamilial groups in Aust. and its territories. However, since 
relationship between species in some of these groups is still not clear, they treated only the three more clearly defined 
groups as subfamilies (Nestorinae, Loriinae and Platycercinae ) and considered the other three groups as unplaced 
tribes (Psittaculini, Cyclopsittacini and Polytelini). Another subfamily, Strigopinae, is endemic to NZ (NZCL). 
Collar (1997) differs slightly in which groups he treats as subfamilies and which he treats as tribes; also does not 
recognize Polyte lini, which he includes within Psittaculini . The seven groups occurring in the HANZAB region 
(based on Schodde & Mason [1 997] unless stated and which see for further references): 

SUBFAMILY STRIGOPINAE: Monotypic Kakapo Strigops habroptilus; endemic to NZ. Large , flightless. Furcula 
cartilaginous; keel vestigial (Holyoak 1973 ; Smith 1975). Barred remiges and rectrices (Smith 1975). Scratch head 
over wing (Smith 1975) . 

SUBFAMILY NESTORINAE: Kakas. One genus, Nes tor, with two species endemic to NZ, and a third isolated and extinct 
species on Norfolk I. Large and short-tailed, with spines extending from tips of rectrices. Remiges barred (Smith 197 5). 
Parahyoid process joined; styohyo ideus muscle reduced; left carotid superficial; tongue thick and muscular with fringe 
of hair-like papillae on outer edge; pigments fluorescent (Holyoak 1973). 

SUBFAMILY LORIINAE: Lorikeets and lories. Small, brightly coloured, and arboreal parrots. Eleven to 13 genera, 
distributed across e. Indonesia, New Guinea, islands of sw. Pacific and Aust. with greatest diversity in New Guinea, 
where 8-10 genera occur; three genera in HANZAB region : Glossopsitta, Psitteuteles , T richoglossus (Schodde & Mason 
1997) . Most have permanent underwing-stripes (Smith 1975; Forshaw & Cooper 1989 ; Courtney 1997b); present 
only in some juveniles of extralimital Charmosyna (Courtney 1997b). Parahyoid process joined; styohyoideus muscle 
reduced or absent; tongue has brush of papillae at tip (Holyoak 1973; Smith 1975; Forsh aw & Cooper 1989 ). Also 
characterized by pointed wings and tails, dashing flight, and short intestinal tract with inelaborate crop and gizzard . 

SUBFAMILY PLATYCERCINAE: Broad-tailed parrots. Diverse group of small to medium-sized parrots. About 14 genera 
containing 35-38 species distributed across Aust., NZ and New Caledonia and on some associated islands; 11 genera 
and 28 species in HANZAB region: Barnardius, Cyanoramphus, Lathamus, Melopsittacus, Neophema, Neopsephotus, 
Northiella, Pezoporus, Platycercus, Psephotus, Purpureicephalus . Underwing-stripe present in juveniles and most adult 
females, but usually 'deciduous' in adult males (Holyoak 1973 ; Courtney 1997c); permanent in Melopsittacus and 
Pezoporus (Courtney 1997b,c); absent in extralimital Prosopeia (Courtney 1997c). Characterized by crescentic 
auditory maetus; foss at base of zygomatic process; orbit open below (except Melopsittacus); parahyoid process more 
or less converging; tongue has shallow grooves; furcula cartilaginous (except Lathamus); sty lohyoideus muscle often 
wide; left carotid often superficial; fluorescent yellow pigment in plumage; scratch head over wing (Holyoak 1973 ). 
Except for Geopsittacus and Pezoporus, all have small patch of feathers on nape with white or pale yellow bases, instead 
of the usual grey, and which forms a nape-spot (Smith 1975), though spot hidden unless feathers of the region are 
erected or worn. 

Unplaced tribes: PSITTACULINI: Palaeotrop ic parrots. Medium-sized arboreal parrots with heavy bills. Composi
tion uncertain; about 11 genera, distributed from India to A' as ia. Two genera in Aust.: Eclectus and Geoffroyus. Both 
tongue and dental pad ridged or grooved. No stripe on underwing. 

CYCLOPSITTICINI: Fig-parrots. Small, green, arboreal fruit-eating parrots. Five species in 1-3 genera, with 
distribution centred in New G uinea; single species in genus Cyclopsitta in HANZAB region . Have stout ridged bills; 
wedge-shaped tails; marked sexual dimorphism; permanent double stripes on underwing; and completely ossified 
orbital ring free from well-developed zygomatic processes (Smith 1975 ; Courtney 1997b). 

POLYTELINI : Long-tailed parrots. Slender medium-sized parrots. Eight species in three genera, with distribution 
centred in Aust. Five species from all three genera in HANZAB region: Alisterus, Aprosmictus and Polytelis . 
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Characterized by long, attenuated pink-tipped tails (Schodde & Mason 1997); inner webs of lateral rectrices have 
rose-pink edging, a character not possessed by any other parrot (Courtney 1997 a). Other characters include: marked 
sexual dimorphism; no stripe on underwing; tongue ridged or grooved; soft palate; extrinsic syringeal muscles 
evidently attached to lung membrane. 

Generally slim bodied, with short necks and short bills. Plumage coloured by carotenoid pigments and back
scattering of light through hollow cortical cylinders in feather barbs (Dyke-texture or Tyndall-texture). All feathers 
of body (except nape of some groups) have grey bases. None has erectile crests, though Horned Parakeet Eunymphicus 
cornutus of New Caledonia has elongated feathers on crown forming an immovable crest (Forshaw & Cooper 1989). 
Maxillae attached to skull by a flexible joint. Carotid arteries paired, fused, or left carotid superficial. Syrinx bronchial, 
the first rings upcurved, ossified and fused (except in Nestorinae). Zonary proventriculus present. No gall bladder. See 
introduction to order for characters shared with Cacatuidae. 

Adult plumage often bright and colourful; ground-colour commonly green, with blue, red or yellow markings. In 
most, sexes similar or differ only slightly in plumage; in Eclectus, Psephotus and some Neophema, sexual dimorphism 
in plumage marked. In those groups that have stripe on underwing, presence often related to age or sex. Adult bare 
parts vary greatly: dull greys, browns and creams in many, but can be bright red or orange in many others. In most 
species, males slightly larger than females. Adult post-breeding (pre-basic) moult usually complete. Moult of primaries 
centrifugal; usually begins from p6, but in some can begin with any primary between p5 and p8. Nestlings usually hatch 
with sparse covering of down; a few hatch naked or nearly naked. A second, mesoptile, down develops in many species. 
In most, juvenile plumage duller than that of adults (and often resembles dull version of adult females in species where 
sexes differ). Post-juvenile (first pre-basic) moult partial in most species. Time to attain adult plumage varies greatly 
between species; in some, young birds not separable from adults after a few months, in others, adult appearance not 
attained until c. 4 years old. Similarly, time of first breeding can vary between species, from within first year to 4 years 
or older. 

Occur in most habitats, from arid and semi-arid zones to tropical rainforest. Some species wholly arboreal, e.g. 
Loriinae, Cyclopsittacini, Eclectus Parrot Eclectus roratus; most others at least partly arboreal; a few strictly terrestrial, 
e.g. Night Parrot Pezoporus occidentalis, Ground Parrot P. wallicus. Though recorded in most habitats, some are 
specialists: e.g. fig-parrots Cyclopsitta mostly restricted to tropical and subtropical rainforests; Kaka Nestormeridionalis 
mostly inhabits temperate beech, broad leaf or podocarp rainforests; and Ground Parrot mainly confined to heath land 
ins. and e. Aust. In contrast, rosellas Platycercus may occur in a wide variety of treed habitats. Most require hollows, 
and therefore old trees, in which to nest, and are adversely affected by the removal of hollow-bearing trees (see 
Introduction to Order). 

Patterns of movements vary greatly: from sedentary (e.g. Ground Parrot, Kakapo Strigops habroptilus), resident (e.g. 
Australian Ringneck Barnardius zonarius), to highly nomadic or dispersive (e.g. Budgerigar Melopsittacus undulatus). 
Several species migratory: Swift Parrot Lathamus discolor and Orange-bellied Parrot Neophema chrysogaster breed in 
Tas. and most or all of population moves to mainland Aust. for non-breeding season; further, Tas. breeding population 
of Blue-winged Parrot Neophema chrysostoma also apparently mostly migratory, moving to mainland Aust. Kakapo of 
NZ flightless. As with Cacatuidae, movements of many species poorly known, and many types of patterns have been 
attributed to them (e.g. Superb Parrot Polytelis swainsonii), probably in ignorance of actual movements, but possibly 
because movements vary between years or areas. Movements of lorikeets in Aust. (Loriinae) often considered to be 
related to flowering of food-trees . Many other species in HANZAB region appear to move in response to rainfall; in 
Budgerigar, both rainfall and temperature act indirectly on control of movements and breeding by affecting 
production of food (Wyndham 1980, 1983). Some species might make altitudinal movements (e.g. Eastern Rosella 
Platycercus eximius). Even suggested that movements of Golden-shouldered Parrots Psephotus chrysopterygius possibly 
linked to those of Black-faced Woodswallows Artamus cinereus (Garnett & Crowley 1995). Major studies of 
movements have been carried out on some spec ies in HANZAB region (e.g. Crimson Rosella Platycercus elegans), 
using standard leg-banding, radio-tracking, and, in case of Ground Parrot, even cotton and spool method (Jordan 
1987, 1988). 

Almost all are herbivorous, feeding mainly on seeds, though many also take insects and their larvae. Most 
gregarious. Feed on ground, in trees, or both. Drink water by lapping, ladling or suck-pumping. All (except monotypic 
Psittrichichadini ofNew Guinea) husk seeds in same way: seed held between tip oflower mandible and notch on horny 
palate of upper mandible (which also corrugated to improve grip); the tip of the lower mandible driven into husk, 
between seed and husk, which is thus removed. The seed is then split and eaten; very hard nuts are held in part of bill 
nearest gape, where pressure between mandibles greatest (Collar 1997). Handling of other items similar. In HANZAB 
region, groups show variety of adaptations and behaviour; the following based on Forshaw & Cooper ( 1981), Schodde 
& Mason ( 1997), Forshaw, and species accounts, unless stated. LORIINAE: Almost exclusively arboreal, feeding mainly 
on nectar and some pollen and fruit. Specialized for harvesting pollen and nectar, with: narrow and protruding bills, 
brush-tipped tongues (see Churchill & Christensen 1970; Hooper & Burbidge 1979), non-muscular gizzard, and 
compound glands arranged linearly along wall of proventriculus (Steinbacher 1934 ). Gizzards of lorikeets much 
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smaller than those of seed-eating parrots of similar body weight, and intestine substantially shorter (Richardson & 
W ooller 1990). Gregarious, feeding in noisy flocks that continually move from one stand of flowering trees to another. 
When feeding, very active, clinging to and climbing all over flowering branches. PSITTACULINI: Arboreal, mainly in 
canopy of rainforest trees. Feed on fruits, seeds, flowers and nectar; said to prefer rainforest fruits. Usually feed in pairs 
or small flocks. CYCLOPSITTICINI: Wholly arboreal, but may descend to c. 1 m from ground to feed on low branches 
and trunks of fig-trees. Frugivorous, eating mainly figs, though tend to extract seeds from fruit and discard pulp rather 
than eat fruit. Bills broad, stout and ridged. Feed in pairs or small parties. POLYTELINI: Arboreal and terrestrial, 
granivorous. Alisterus and Aprosmictus arboreal, feeding mainly on seeds of native trees, such as Eucalyptus; Polytelis 
spend more time on ground feeding on seeds of grasses and herbaceous plants. Feed in pairs or small flocks, though 
Polytelis usually feed in flocks. PLATYCERCINAE: Terrestrial and arboreal. Diet: ( 1) mainly seeds of grasses, herbs and 
trees, procured from ground or from shrubs and trees (Barnardius, Neopsephotus, Northiella, Platycercus, Polytelis ); (2) 
mainly seeds of grasses and herbs obtained almost exclusively from ground (Melopsittacus, Neophema, Pezoporus, and 
Psephotus [except Mulga Parrot P. varius, which feeds both on ground and in trees]); (3) nectar (Lathamus); (4) leaves 
of grasses and sedges (Cyanoramphus). Some highly specialized, e.g. Red-capped Parrots Purureicephalus spurius have 
narrow projecting bill and feed on seeds extracted from capsules ofMarri Eucalyptus callophylla. Many also supplement 
main diet with flowers, nectar, or fruits, and almost all take some invertebrates. One, Antipodes Island Parakeet 
Cyanoramphus unicolor, known to take dead and nesting seabirds. Most feed in small flocks; some feed in large flocks 
(e.g. Budgerigar); others often feed singly or in pairs (e.g. Platy cercus). Feeding behaviour varies widely depending on 
nature of food and where obtained; for details see individual species accounts. NESTORINAE: Mainly herbivorous but 
omnivorous, taking wide range of plant foods and invertebrates. Arboreal and terrestrial, forage at all levels from 
ground to canopy of trees. Use wide range of foraging methods, including gleaning, probing, digging, stripping and 
chiselling bark, excavating wood, and licking nectar from flowers; unlike other parrots, feed on sap by stripping bark 
and exposing cambium, and then lick sap from damaged surface. Feed singly, in pairs or small flocks, though Kaka more 
often singly. STRIGOPINAE: Mainly herbivorous, partly granivorous. Forage at all levels, including canopy of tall forest, 
but most foraging on or near ground. Sense of smell thought to be well developed and of importance in foraging, and 
at least some birds can locate foods by smell alone. Short, powerful and compressed bill, and short, broad and thick 
tongue adapted for browsing, crushing, grinding and extracting juices from fibrous plant tissues. Solitary. 

In HANZAB region, all species gregarious to some extent with notable exception of Kakapo. In most species, 
flocks typically of up to c. 30 birds. However, some species in flocks of 100s and, in Budgerigars, 1000s. Most species 
more gregarious in non-breeding season, though even in breeding season, many species often form flocks when 
feeding. All monogamous, with exception ofKakapo, in which the sexes come together only at leks. Pair bonds life
long and mates remain together year round. Co-operative breeding does not occur, with probable exception of 
Eclectus and Red-cheeked Geoffroyus geoffroyi Parrots (Psittaculini) and possibly, but rarely, Regent Parrot Polytelis 
anthopeplus (Polytelini). Only female incubates but both sexes involved with feeding of young, except in Kakapo, in 
which female raises young alone, and possibly Ground Parrot, in which male appears responsible for feeding of young. 
In most species, young generally leave natal area by 3-6 months old. Aust. lorikeets, Polytelis, Eclectus, and some 
Neophema often nest in loose colonies; others strictly solitary nesters. Generally defend only nest-hole. Most 
gregarious species roost communally, at least when not breeding. 

Often conspicuous, vocal and active but may be hard to observe when feeding in tree-tops or on ground. All species 
courtship feed, except Kakapo; in some, occurs year round e.g. Trichoglossus. Many known to, or likely to, allopreen, 
except rosellas Platycercus, Australian Ringneck, Cyanoramphus, Neosephotus, Neophema, Red-winged ParrotAprosmictus 
erythropterus, Australian King-ParrotAlisterus scapularis, possibly Red-cheeked Parrot, and assumed not to in Kakapo. 
Sexual and aggressive displays generally fairly simple, consisting of actions such as bobbing, eye-blazing, arching of 
wings, fanning and wagging of tail and calls. However, in Trichoglossus and Varied Lorikeet Psitteuteles versicolor 
(Loriinae), displays complex and performed in many social contexts; in Trichoglossus, displays often performed either 
reciprocally or in unison by both members of a pair. Other notable displays are aerial circling performed by Eclectus 
and Red-cheeked Parrots, and distinctive calling behaviour of Kakapo and Ground Parrot. 

Calls usually described as whistles, chatterings or pipings, though some are shrieks. Calls often melodic and some 
are extraordinarily complex, such as Warble song of Budgerigar, and highly varying yodelling calls of Kaka Nestor 
meridionalis. Booming of Kakapo at lek unique form of vocalization in parrots. Sexually differentiated calls known in 
many species in most genera. Food-begging Call of all Aust. lorikeets a repeated sharp high-intensity hissing note that 
begins with a structure less hiss, which gives way abruptly to a brief high-energy blip preceding a structured hiss (see 
Courtney 1997b). For details of Food-begging and other calls of platycerine parrots see Courtney ( 1997 c, which was 
not available for summary in species accounts). 

Breeding well known in HANZAB region. Extralimitally, breeding of most species ofLoriinae, Platycercinae and 
Cyclopsittacini virtually unknown; some species of Psittaculini moderately well known. Plum-headed Parrot 
Psittacula cyanocephala and some lovebirds Agapornis (Psittaculini) breed colonially (Forshaw & Cooper 1981), and 
Large Fig-Parrot Psittaculirostris desmarestii ( Cyclopsittacini) thought to breed colonially within hollow trunks oflarge 
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trees (Rand 1942; Beehler 1982). Breeding generally seasonal but some species will breed at any time of year if 

conditions suitable, and some species can raise two or more broods in a season. Most species nest in hollows in trees, 

though some nest on ground, under rocks, vegetation or in burrows; some species excavate tunnels in termite mounds. 

Extralimitally, Red-flanked Lorikeet Charmosyna place ntis (Loriinae), Orange-breasted Fig-Parrot Cyclopsittagulielmitertii 

(Cyclopsittacini) and some Agapornis (Psittaculini) nest in holes excavated in arboreal termitaria (Rand 1942; Bell 

& Coates 1979; Forshaw & Cooper 1981; Coates 1985). Hollows generally unlined, or lined with wood dust chewed 

from sides of hollow; extralimitally, Agapornis and hanging parrots Loriculus (Psittaculini) line hollow with pieces of 

leaves or bark or both; female carries material in bill or tucked among feathers of rump, flanks or lower back (Abdulali 

1964; Ali & Ripley 1969; Forshaw & Cooper 1981) . Eggs invariably white but can become stained in nest. Mean size 

of eggs varies from 19.5 X 16.4 for Little Lorikeet to 50.5 x 3 7.2 for Kakapo. Extralimitally, smallest egg ( 16.8 X 13 .5) 

laid by Pygmy Lorikeet Charmosyna wilhelminae (Forshaw & Cooper 1981) . Loriinae, Nestorinae, Strigopinae, 

Cyclopsittacini, Ground Parrot and most Psittaculini generally lay small clutches (2-4 ); a few species of Psittaculini 

and most Platycercinae generally lay 4- 7 eggs, but can lay up to nine. Incubation lasts 18-23 days for most species; 

up to 25 days for Rainbow Lorikeet Trichoglossus haematodus, 26 days for Eclectus Parrot, between 3 and 4 weeks for 

Kea Nestor notabilis and 25-30 days for Kakapo. In all species, female incubates; male usually feeds female at nest or 

nearby. Young altricial, nidicolous. Most hatch naked and develop whitish to grey down in first few days. Generally, 

young fed by regurgitation, by female only, or by female for first few days then assisted by male; only male Ground 

Parrots feed young; male Kakapos play no part in nesting. Young of most species fledge at 5-7 weeks, 7-10 weeks for 

Rainbow Lorikeet, Kaka and Kakapo, 11- 12 weeks for Eclectus Parrot, and 13 weeks for Kea; Ground Parrot has the 

shortest fledging period, c. 24 days . Fledge lings usually remain with parents for some time (Forshaw & Cooper 1981). 
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Cyanoramphus novaezelandiae Red,crowned Parakeet COLOUR PLATE FAC ING PAGE 449 

Psittacus Novae Zelandiae Sparrman, 1787, Mus. Carls. Fasc . 2: xxviii and pl.- Dusky Sound, New Zealand. 

Specifically named after the type- locality (Modern Latin Nova Zeelanda). 

OTHER ENGLISH NAMES Cook's, Green, Kermadec, Macquarie Island, New Zealand, Norfolk Island, Reischek's or 
Red-fronted Parakeet; Antipodes, Chatham Island or New Zealand Red-crowned Parakeet; Green, Norfolk Island 
or Red-fronted Parrot; Norfolk Island Green Parrot; Red-fronted Kakariki. MAORI NAMES include Kakariki, Porete, 
Kaka-wariki, Powhaitere, Kawariki. 

POLYTYPIC Eight subspecies, two of which extinct. Nominate novaezelandiae, NI and SI and many offshore islands, 
Stewart I. and Auckland Is; cyanurus, Salvadori, 1891, Kermadec Is; chathamensis, Oliver, 1930, Chatham Is; 
hochstetteri (Re ischek, 1889), Antipodes I.; ery throtis (Wagler, 1832), Macquarie I. (extinct); cookii (G.R. Gray, 
1859), Norfolk I.; subflavescens, Salvadori, 189 1, Lord Howe I. (extinct) ; saisseti, Verreaux & Des Murs, 1860, 
New Caledonia. 

FIELD IDENTIFICATION Length: male 25-27 em, female 
21-26 em; wingspan 32-38 em; weight: male 80 g, female 70 g. 
Medium-sized parrot, very similar in size and shape to Yellow
crowned Parakeet Cyanoramphus auriceps. Unmistakable: gen
era lly bright green or yellow-green with dark-blue outer 
upperwing and diagnostic crimson forecap and eye-str ipe and 
small patch on sides of rump. Sexes alike in plumage but female 
slightly smaller, with smaller narrower bill; these differences 
noticeable when pair seen. No seasonal variation. Juvenile 
separable. Hybridize with Yellow-crowned Parakeet; see 
Plumages. Slight geographical variation, with five extant and 
allopatric subspecies in HANZAB region, differing slightly in 
size and coloration. Widespread nominate novaezelandiae de
scribed below; for others, see Plumages. Adult Bright green 
above and ye llow-green below, with small crimson patch on 
either side of upper rump, which is normally concealed by wings 
at rest. Pattern of head diagnostic: forehead and forecrown, 
crimson , forming neat forecap that extends back to slightly 
behind level with rear edge of eye; crimson of sides of forehead 
continues in narrow stripe across la res and through eye to rear 
ear-coverts , forming prominent eye-stripe. Folded wing mostly 
bright green as upperparts, sometimes with dark blue ofouterwing 
partly exposed as narrow blue leading edge; folded primaries, 
blackish, edged basally with dark blue and distally with dark 
green. In flight, upperwing appears mostly bright green with 
outer five primaries and their coverts contrastingly dark blue, 
grading to blackish on tip. Underwing: lead ing coverts, green
blue; greater coverts and remiges, dark grey, usually with obvi
ous narrow pale-yellow bar across middle of inner primaries and 
most secondaries; bar sometimes very faint, occasionally ab
sent. Undertail, dark grey. Bill, white to pale blue-grey with 
black cutting edge and tip. Cere, dark grey to black. Iris, red or 
bright orange. Orbital ring, grey-black to black. Legs and feet, 
grey to dark grey or pale brown. Juvenile Very similar to adult , 
differing by: crimson forecap slightly smaller, not extending 
behind level with rear edge of eye ; crimson patch on sides of 
upper rump much smaller; pale underwing-bar a lways present, 
very prominent and slightly longer, covering all remiges except 
outer few primaries. Young juvenile best distinguished by col
our of bare parts; in recently fledged birds: bill wholly pink or 
pink at base grading to grey at tip and along cutting edge of 
upper mandible, but quickly changes to adult coloration ; cere, 

grey-p ink; iris, black-brown, changing to pale red-brown; or
bital ring, dark grey. Legs and feet paler, pink-grey. 

Similar species All subspecies and ages readily identified 
by diagnostic crimson forecap and eye-stripe extending behind 
eye. Yellow-crowned Parakeet differs in having a ye llow or 
orange-yellow crown-patch and narrow red or orange frontal 
band that extends to, but not behind, eye. Calls also differ 
slightly (see below). Beware confusion with hybrid Red-crowned 
x Yellow-crowned Parakeets; see Plumages for differences. Also 
see Antipodes Island Parakeet C. unicolor. 

Gregarious; usually in pairs, family parties or small groups. 
Now very rare on main islands of NZ, where inhabit lowland 
native forests; more abundant on offshore and subantarctic 
islands, where occur in variety of habitats including forest, 
scrubland and open grassy areas. Sometimes associate with 
Yellow-crowned Parakeet. Mainly arboreal on main islands of 
NZ, but on predator-free offshore and subantarctic islands often 
also forage on ground. Generally quiet, unobtrusive and tame, 
usually allowing close approach. Flight swift and direct, notice
ably less undulating than flight of rosellas Platycercus; fly with 
rapid shallow wing-beats interspersed with glides on gently 
bowed wings; markedly agile in flight, twisting and turning with 
ease through trees. Usual call, uttered in flight or when alarmed, 
prolonged repetitive chatter ki-ki-ki -ki-ki or kek-kek-kek-kek; 
also similar but quieter, more broken chatter when perched; 
when feeding, utter occasional subdued kek-kik kek-kik kek-kik 
or kek-kik-kek kek-kik-kek. Other calls include soft tu-tu-tu-tu; 
and, when perched, phrases sounding like pretty dick, twenty
eight or tee-pee-wee. All calls similar to those ofYellow-crowned 
Parakeet but tend to be lower-pitched and stronger. 

HABITAT Account prepared by T.C. Greene. Occur in 
wide variety of hab itats; range from Tropics to Subantarctic. 
NZ Nl, Sl: Now rare or absent on main islands but present on 
many offshore islands and Stewart l., in broad variety of 
habitats, including dense temperate rainforests, coastal forest, 
scrubland, forest edges and open areas. Occur in some habitats 
much modified by clearance or browsers or both; rare visitor to 
plantation forests on main islands (T.C. Greene). KERMADEC IS: 

On Meyer Is (Herald Grp), abundant in coastal scrub, stunted 
forest and steep rocky slopes vegetated by low shrubs, herbs, 
sedges and variety of salt-tolerant species (Cheeseman 1890; 
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Merton 1970; Taylor 1985 ). On Macauley I. abundant through
out in dense highly modified vegetation of sedges (Cyperus and 
Scirpus), fern (Hypolepis and Pteris) and scattered areas of ngaio 
trees (Myoporum kermadecensis) (Williams & Rudge 1969; 
Taylor 1985; Forshaw & Cooper 1989; Tennyson & Taylor 
1989; Forshaw). NORFOLK 1.: Occur in ta ll dense remnant 
Araucaria rainforest and other native vegetation; also recorded 
in Eucalyptus plantations near native forest and from orchards 
and gardens (Wakelin 1968; King 1981; Moore 1981, 1985; 
Schoddeetal.l983; Hay 1985;Taylor 1985; Forshaw&Cooper 
1989; Garnett 1992). LORD HOWE I.: Extinct; formerly in 
forested habitats and areas of cultivation. CHATHAM IS: Prefer 
forested areas, edges of forests, shrub lands and open grassland; 
often numerous on coast, on salt-meadows and at edges of 
forests. May be less numerous inside dense regenerating forest 
at certain times (Taylor 1975, 1985; Nixon 1982; O'Donnell & 
Dilks 1986). Mostly inhabit grassland in winter, and move to 
forest during summer (Nixon 1982). Subantarctic islands 
AUCKLAND IS: Recorded in habitats similar to those ofNI and SI 
(Taylor 1985; Oliver). ANTIPODES IS: Abundant throughout but 
most common in low open vegetation, such as sedges, tussocks, 
shield fern Polystichum and low Coprosma scrub (Taylor 1975, 
1985; Miskelly et al. 1990; Greene 1996). MACQUARIE 1.: 
Extinct; formerly inhabited areas of tussock grasses and sedges, 
particularly along seaboard (Taylor 1979; Forshaw & Cooper 
1989; Forshaw). Also occurs New Caledonia, where occupies 
indigenous mountain forests of the NW; recent records mainly 
from S, at La Coulee Rio and in Riviere-Bleue Forest Reserve 
(Hannecart & Letocart 1980; Taylor 1985; Forshaw & Cooper 
1989). 

Usually only breed in native vegetation, and prefer larger 
trees, particularly Metrosideros, Vitex, Nothofagus, Olearia, 
Plagianthus. Usually nest in hollow limb, hole, or stump of trees 
(alive or dead). Also nest in holes in cliffs, rocky crevices and 
holes or burrows in ground; use holes in matted bases of sedges 
and tussocks, and tunnels in tops of dense tussocks, particularly 
where there are no trees or trees small (Taylor 1985; Greene 
1988, 1996; Forshaw & Cooper 1989; R.H. Taylor). 

Forage from ground-level to canopy, depending on loca
tion of seasonally available food within habitat (Greene 1988). 
Prefer to feed in canopy of forested areas; feed on ground in 
open habitats, such as pasture and salt-meadow. On South East 
I. , C hatham Grp, in autumn: feed mainly in unshaded canopy 
(34.5% of observations) and shaded canopy (29.9%); forage 
less on ground (23.9%) and least in lower understorey (5.4%), 
upper understorey ( 4.8%) and emergent trees (1.1 %) (n=351 
observations; O'Donnell & Dilks 1993 ). Also forage in highly 
modified or disturbed areas, on exotic plants, particularly grasses 
and invasive herbaceous weeds, particularly where original 
vegetation has been removed (Taylor 1985; Greene 1988). 
Rarely seen in pine and Eucalyptus plantations (Black 1963; 
Forshaw). 

Roosting sites must have dense cover (T.C. Greene; T.G. 
Lovegrove). Roost in holes in trees, rock crevices, burrows, 
under overhanging rocks and vegetation, and in thick vegeta
tion such as epiphytes, tussocks, sedges or ferns (Taylor 1985; 
Sagar 1988; Greene 1996; T.C. Greene; T.G. Lovegrove). 
Roosting sites often a lso nesting sites (T.C. Greene; T.G. 
Lovegrove). Loaf in trees or on ground in areas sheltered from 
wind, either in direct sunlight or available shade (Taylor 1985; 
Forshaw & Cooper 1989; T.C. Greene). When loafing in trees, 
usually in outer foliage (Nixon 1982). On Mangere I. , C hatham 
Is, mostly perch on ground in grassland during winter, but more 
often in trees during summer when in forest (Nixon 1982). 

Adversely affected by forestry operations: clear-felling and 
burning have drastically reduced available habitat; selective 
logging may reduce number of trees with suitab le nesting holes 
and foraging opportunities (O'Donnell & Dilks 1986). Irrup
tions in 19th century (see Distribution) may have been caused 
by increased cu ltivation of crops by European settlers (Oliver). 

DISTRIBUTION AND POPULATION Much of account 
prepared by T.C. Greene. Endemic to sw. Pacific Ocean and 
adjacent parts of Southern Ocean; distribution centred on NZ, 
and extends N to New Caledonia, S to Macquarie I., W to Lord 
Howe I. and E to Kermadec and Chatham Is (Taylor 1975 , 
1985; Forshaw & Cooper 1989; Triggs & Daugherty 1996; 
Oliver). 

NZ Formerly widespread; range now much reduced, but 
still recorded on many nearshore and offshore islands. Nl Few 
scattered records in FAR NORTH, from Raetea, Omahuta and 
Mangamuka, S to Waipua Forest, and rarely E to Bay of Islands 
and Opuawhanga. Scattered records in NORTHLAND, AUCKLAND 
and SOUTH AUCKLAND, from Parua BayS to Hunua and Tapu on 
s. Coromandel Pen.; numerous on many islands in these re
gions, from Poor Knights and Hen & Chickens Grp, S to 
Mercury Grp. Rarely in BAY OF PLENTY, including isolated 
records near Whangamata and in Kaimai Ra.; a lso on Alder
man Is. Several records in w. EAST COAST, from Ikawhenua Ra., 
S to L. Waikaremoana. Sparsely scattered records inn. HAWKES 
BAY and VOLCANIC PLAINS, from Kaweka Forest Park W to 
Kaimanawa State Forest and near Turangi. Isolated records 
around Te Kuti in e. WAIKATO. Farther S, isolated record in e. 
HAWKES BAY, at Maraetotawa; and several records in WAIRARAPA, 
MANAWATU and WELLINGTON from Aorangi and Ruahine Ra., S 
to L. Ponui; also on Kapiti I. (Skegg 1964; Challies 1966; Hicks 
et al. 1975; Taylor 1975, 1985; Falla et al. 1981; Bellingham 
1987; MacMillan 1990; CSN; NZ Atlas; Oliver; R.J. Pierce). 
SI Scattered records, mostly on or W of Southern Alps and 
associated ranges. Scattered in e. NELSON and w. MARLBOROUGH, 
from se. Tasman Bay S to Nelson Ls. Several isolated records 
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WEST COAST, at Karamea, L. Hochstetter, Pukekura, near mouth 
of Cook R. and L. Ellery; also in Arthurs Pass NP in w. 
CANTERBURY. In SOUTHLAND, scattered records, mostly in 
Fiordland; elsewhere, isolated record at Fortrose on shores of 
Toestoes Bay. Widespread on Stewart I. and numerous other 
nearby islets. Single record OTAGO of two at Ross Ck, Dunedin, 
2 Sept. 1961 (Blackburn 1965; Falla et al. 1981; Read & 
McClelland 1984; Taylor 1985; CSN ; NZ Atlas; Oliver). 

Lord Howe I. Extinct; formerly abundant (Hindwood 
1940; Hutton 1991). 

Norfolk I. Mostly in NW, centred on Mt Pitt and 
adjacent areas. Not recorded Philip and Nepean Is (Smithers & 
Disney 1969; Moore 1981, 1985; Schodde et al. 1983; Hicks & 
Greenwood 1989 ). 

Macquarie I. Extinct; formerly abundant (Taylor 1975 , 
1979, 1985; Oliver; Forshaw). 

Kermadec Is Recorded on Napier, N. Meyer, S. Meyer, 
Dayrell, N. Chanter, S. Chanter and Macauley Is; straggler to 
Curtis I. Formerly abundant on Raoul!. , but extirpated in mid-
19th century; now rare visitor from nearby islands (Edgar et al. 
1965; Merton 1970; Taylor 1985; Tennyson & Taylor 1989; 
CSN ; Oliver). 

Chatham Is All forested islands, including s. C hatham, 
Pitt, Rabbit, Mangere, Little Mangere and South East I. (Fleming 
1939; Lindsay et al. 1959; Freeman 1994; Nilsson et al. 1994; 
CSN). 

Auckland Is Restricted to Enderby, Rose, Ewing, Ocean 
and Adams Is; probably formerly on all forested islands (Taylor 
1985; Bartle & Paulin 1986; Triggs & Daugherty 1996; Oliver; 
G.P. Elliott; R.H. Taylor). 

Antipodes Is Recorded on Bollons and Antipodes Is, and 
Leeward, Archway and Windward Is (Warham & Bell 1979; 
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Taylor 1985; Miskelly et al. 1990; G reene 1996; Oliver; G. P. 
Elliott). 

Breeding Not recently recorded on mainland NZ; wide
spread elsewhere throughout range. 

Introductions Many undocumented, small liberations 
throughout NZ from privately held stock. Recent successful 
releases include: Tiritiri Matangi I. (35 birds in Jan. 1974; 22, 
Oct . 1975; 27, Sept. 1976); Cuvier I. (30, 22 Mar. 1974) and 
Whale I. ( 1985; 24,1986); all have become established. Unsuc
cessfully released at Huia (17 , May 1977; 14, Oct. 1977), 
Wairarapa, Waikanae and Waitakere Ras. (Taylor 1985; 
Atkinson 1990; MacMillan 1990; CSN; K. Owen). 

Irruptions In 19th century, occasional irruptions re
corded, some said to be of tens of thousands of birds: Hutt 
Valley, c. 1840s; Canterbury in 187 1 and twice in 1880s, 
including spring-summer 1884; Otago and Nelson, 1870s and 
1880s; Marlborough, 1888 (Buller 1888; Oliver). Many killed 
during these irruptions. 

Change in range Nl, Sl: Formerly widespread throughout, 
with abundant subfossil evidence (NZCL) . In 19th century, 
occurred in large numbers; now rarely recorded on mainland; 
dramatic population decline and contraction of range caused 
by destruction of habitat, persecution, and introduction of 
predators and competitors (Taylor 1985 ; Oliver). For example, 
formerly occurred in area from Hunua Ras W to Papakura, 
Pukehoke and Waiuku until1880s, but disappeared after native 
forests were cleared and replaced with Pinus plantations in early 
20th century (St Paul & McKenzie 1974; McKenzie 1979 ); last 
recorded around Makara in 1887, and died out round nearby 
Karori by 1914 (Seeker 1956); large numbers occasionally 
visited Nelson and Marlborough in 19th century, but numbers 
then reduced and did not recover (O liver); large flocks formerly 
common on Canterbury Plain and Banks Pen., but disappeared 
entirely by late 19th century (Dawson & C resswell 1949; 
O liver) ; formerly occurred in Paparoa Ra. in 19th century, but 
now locally extinct (Onley 1980). Mostly restricted to refuges 
on nearby islands (Taylor 1985). O n Solander !. , appears to 
have completely replaced Yellow-crowned Parakeet between 
1948 and 1973 (Cooper et al. 1986; McLean & Russ 1994). 
LORD HOWE 1.: Formerly abundant; persecuted by early settlers 
after large numbers of Parakeets damaged crops and gardens; 
last recorded in 1869 (Hindwood 1940; Hutton 1991 ). NORFOLK 
I. : Once abundant, but by 1908 population had declined and 
was restricted to area around Mt Pitt; a special protection order 
prevented killing of Parakeets unless they were caught 'in 
flagrante delicto, damaging fruit crops' (Basset Hull1909; Hicks 
& Greenwood 1989). Adversely affected by loss of habitat, 
competition and predation by introduced species, avian dis
eases and, formerly, persecution (Wake lin 1968; Schodde et al. 
1983; Hicks & Greenwood 1989; Forshaw). Populations now 
increasing following captive-breed ing program (see Populat ions 
below). MACQUARIE 1.: Formerly abundant in 19th century. 
Despite being killed in large numbers by sealers for food and 
small populat ion of feral cats present for c. 70 years, Parakeet 
populations probably remained fairly stable till late 19th cen
tury. Populations said to have declined rapidly after c. 1880: 
Wekas Gallirallis australis, which take eggs, were introduced in 
1872; rabbits became established by 1878, and, through provid
ing an alternative year-round food supply, a llowed population 
of feral cats to increase. Last recorded in 1880 (Taylor 1979; 
Oliver; Forshaw). KERMADEC IS: Plentiful on Raoul!. in 1836, 
but extirpated by cats by mid-19th century (Sorensen 1964; 
Merton 1968, 1970) . Population on Macauley I. increased after 
removal of goats from island, which allowed vegetat ion to 
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regenerate (Taylor 1985). CHATHAM GRP: Populations on 
Chatham and Pitt Is have declined after destruction of habitat 
and predation by cats and rats (Nilsson et al. 1994). Although 
abundant on South East I., populations declined when forest 
and scrub vegetation regenerated after sheep were removed in 
1961. Said to have disappeared from Mangere I. in c. 1940, but 
later recolonized island (Nixon 1994; Tennyson & Millener 
1994 ). Numbers on Mangere I. increased in early 1970s (Taylor 
1975; Flack 1976) ; till recently, popu lations on Mangere and 
Little Mangere Is were art ificia lly manipulated in attempt to 
prevent hybr idization with Chatham Is subspecies of Yellow
crowned Parakeet (Taylor 1975, 1985; Butler & Merton 1992; 
Nixon 1994; Triggs & Daugherty 1996; Oliver). AUCKLAND IS: 
Populations and range decreased after cats, mice and pigs 
introduced . ANTIPODES IS : Populations stable, despite introduc
tion of mice (Taylor 1979, 1985; Triggs & Daugherty 1996; G .P. 
Elliott). 

Status Extinct on Lord Howe and Macquarie Is; endan
gered on NI and SI, NZ, and Norfolk I. (Taylor 1985; Forshaw 
& Cooper 1989; Garnett 1993 ). Populations Ins. C hatham 
I. , 161 birds recorded in 12,500 ha (Freeman 1994; CSN 3 7).In 
Kermadec G rp: on Meyer Is, c. 100 birds (Taylor 1985 ); 
populations on Macauley I. increased from > 1000 birds in 1966 
to 17,000-20,000 in Sept. 1988, afte r removal of goats from 
island between 1966 and 1970, which allowed vegetation to 
regenerate; numbers declined by 5-10% by late 1988 (Merton 
1970; Taylor 1985; Tennyson & Taylor 1989; Tennyson et al. 
1989 ). On Antipodes Is, est imated 4000-5000 birds (Taylor 
1985; Greene 1996). O n Norfolk I.: in 1977-78 estimated total 
population, 17-30 birds, and population had declined further 
by 1983 (Hermes et al. 1986) ; in 1983, captive-breeding pro
gram established; by Mar. 1989, at least 28 wild and ten captive 
birds; by July 1991, wild population increased to ~40 birds, 
with 13 in captivity (Hermes et al. 1986; Hicks & Greenwood 
1989; Greenwood 1991; Forshaw). 

Hunted for food by Maori (Best 1977) . Formerly perse
cuted because birds damaged crops and gardens: shot and 
trapped on Lord Howe I. (Hindwood 1940); shot as pests of 
crops or for food by early settlers or sealers on main islands ofNZ 
and on Norfolk and Macquarie Is (Buller 1888; Wakelin 1968; 
Falla et al. 198 1; Taylor 1985 ; O liver) ; on Norfolk I., convicts 
said to have used sticks to drive them from ripening corn (Hicks 
& Greenwood 1989). Formerly shot for sport in NZ; feathers 
were used to stuff mattresses (Potts 1869; King 1984; Taylor 
1985 ; O'Donnell & Dilks 1986 ). Sometimes caught in hats on 
Kermadec Is (Cheeseman 1887, 1890). Said to be adversely 
affected by competit ion for food or breeding sites with intro
duced species, such as Common Mynas Acridotheres tristis, 
Common Starlings Sturnus vulgaris, Eastern Rosellas Platycercus 
eximius, C rimson Rosellas P. elegans, Common Brushtail Pos
sums Trichosurus vulpecula and honey bees Apis mellifera 
(Smithers & Disney 1969; Dawe 1979; Hicks & Greenwood 
1989; Brockie 1992 ; Murphy & Dowding 1995 ; Oliver; NZ 
Atlas; T.C. Greene). May be killed and eaten by other intro
duced species, including cats, rats and stoats (Taylor 1985; 
Hicks & Greenwood 1989; Garnett 1993; CSN ). Formerly kept 
as pets (Buller 1888; O liver) . Captive-breeding program estab
lished on Norfolk I. Hybridiza tion with Yellow-crowned Para
keets recorded, especially where habitats much modified and 
densities of one, or both, species low (Taylor 1975, 1985; Butler 
& Merton 1992; Triggs & Daugherty 1996; cf. Veitch 1979). 

MOVEMENTS Account prepared by T.C. Greene. Seden
tary. Also considered resident ( Schodde et al. 1983; NZCL). 

Occur throughout year in most habitats. Adults exhibit little 
movement before or afte r breeding (T.C. Greene ). Regularly 
move between islets in island groups and can cross wide ex
panses of sea: observed commuting between main islands in 
Poor Knights G rp (average distance of 150m) , Hen & C hicken 
Is (200 m) , Mokohinau Grp (50 m) and Mercury Grp (1 km). 
On Chatham Is, recorded flying 2.5 km from Mangere I. to Pitt 
I. (Fleming 1939); and in Kermadec Grp, between Herald Is and 
Raoul!. (3 km); occasionally travel40 km from Macauley I. to 
Curtis I. (Taylor 1985; Forshaw & Cooper 1989) . Appear to 
have colonized Solander I. from either Stewart I. (60 km) or 
adjacent mainland (40 km) between 1948 and 1973 (Cooper et 
al. 1986). Two records of birds flying away from Macquarie I. 
(Falla 1937) suggest either movement to rocky islets or that 
birds blown away from mainland (Forshaw). Windy weather 
does not deter inter-island movements, but delays arrival and 
makes flight more erratic (Richdale 1958); often fly between 
islands in pairs (Sladden & Falla 1928). Also seen flying high 
over ridges, and crossing directly between ridges (Dawe 1979). 

Possibly some altitudinal movement, most likely as re
sponse to availability of food . On Little Barrier !., move from 
Leptospermum and Agathis-Nothofagus forest to low coastal 
vegetation in Apr. (G reene 1988); on Mangere I., shift from 
open grass habitats in winter to taller forest in summer (Nixon 
1994 ); on Norfolk I. , visit gardens at times of year when trees 
fruiting (Smithers & Disney 1969; Schodde et al. 1983 ). For
merly erupted from forest to settled areas in NZ when cold, wet 
weather or severe frosts reduced supply of food in forests 
(Oliver). Home-ranges for breeding birds on Little Barrier I. 
shown in Greene (1990). 

Young Post-fledging dispersal of juveniles poorly under
stood, but from a few observations of colour-banded fledgelings, 
most seem to have left area of nest, or died, within 1 month of 
fledging (T.C. Greene). 

Banding Few detailed stud ies. Of 329 banded in Puweto 
Valley, Aorangi !., Poor Knights Is, 26 recaptured at same site; 
marked predominance of males among captured and recaptured 
birds suggests males have higher survival rate than females, 
although also suggested that differences could be result of males 
mov ing about more than females so capture more likely (Sagar 
1988). Of 27 adults and 11 juveniles colour-banded on Little 
Barrier I., 20 seen within 500 m of capture site and five of seven 
identifiable pairs bred in same area in consecutive years (T.C. 
Greene). Adult colour-banded on Antipodes I. in Nov.-Dec. 
1978 resighted on 12 Oct. 1990 (Miskelly et al. 1990). Adult 
female banded Feb. 1969 recaptured at same site, Nov. 1978; 
adult male banded Nov. 1978 recaptured same area Dec. 1989 
(R.H. Taylor). 

Of 113 banded on Norfolk I., Aust., 1953-96, 5 recoveries 
(4.4%) : all < 10 km from banding site. 

FOOD Account prepared by T.C. Greene. Omnivorous; mainly 
seeds, berries, fruits, buds, flowers and shoots of plants; also 
small numbers of invertebrates and marine molluscs; occasion
ally scavenge animal carrion, including birds. Behaviour 
Forage singly, in pairs or in loose flocks of up to 30 birds (T.C. 
Greene). Feed at all levels, from ground to outermost canopy; 
feeding height above ground varies depending on structure of 
hab itats (Dawe 1979; Greene 1988; O'Donnell & Dilks 1993; 
Nixon 1994; see Habitat). Most feeding in morning and after
noon (Taylor 1985). On Little Barrier I. over 60% of day spent 
foraging (Greene 1988). On Macauley !. , Kermadec Grp, feed
ing on limpets determined by tides (Taylor 1985; R.H. Taylor). 
Tend not to feed in heavy rain (T.C. Greene). Move quickly 



over substrate (walk, jump, climb, flutter) with frequent short 
pauses to feed. When feeding on ground, use feet to scratch at 
surface, with ch aracter ist ic fowl-like sideways movements of 
legs, to expose seeds or invertebrates or both (Forshaw & 
Cooper 1989). Will often ho ld food in one foot when feeding 
(Dawe 1979; Greene 1988). Mainly feed by bit ing items from 
substra te, then ch ewing, crushing, mashing, peeling and husk
ing. Also glean food items , particularly invertebrates, from 
surfaces by manipulat ing substrate of food in bill and either 
scraping item from surface using lower mandible or prising it 
from surface using upper mandible. Will pierce flower nectaries 
to get to nectar; also use tongue to drink nectar (Greene 1988). 
Destructive feeder and seed predator and often create large 
amounts of debris (Wilkinson & Wilkinson 1952) . Presence 
often betrayed by continual clicking of mandibles, steady stream 
of discarded fragments and occasional calls (Forshaw & Cooper 
1989). On Mangere 1. , seeds usually ingested whole, with 
exception oflarge Dactylis glomeratus, which are first bitten into 
pieces; seeds of Embergeria grandifolia and Geranium traversii 
usually husked; leaves cut into 3-4 mm-long fragments, but 
clover leaves eaten whole and ro lled into boli about 3 mm in 
diameter; leaves of grasses cut into 4 mm lengths and edges 
ro lled inward; invertebrates eaten usually small , up to 8 mm 
long, and eaten whole (Nixon 1994 ). Need water, and drink 
throughout day (Taylor 1985; T.C. Greene). 

Detailed studies For all detailed studies, items that 
comprised < 1 o/o no. of total observations listed in O ther records. 
O n TIRITIRI-MATANGI !., NI (343 feeding observations through
out year; Dawe 1979): Plants Fruits, seeds 10.5% no. of total 
obs.; li ch en s, bark, dead wood 2.3. GYMNOSPERMS: 
Podocarpaceae: Podocarpus totara fru. 1.2. MONOCOTYLEDONS: 
Agavaceae: Cordy line australis fru., lvs, sh. 8. 7; Phormium tenax 
sds, fl. 9 .9; Liliaceae: Astelia banksii fru. 1. 7; Poaceae: Unident. 
1. 7. DICOTYLEDONS: Apocynaceae: Parsonsia heterophylla sds, fl. 
4. 7; Asteraceae: Brachyglottis sds 2.6; Sonchus oleraceus sds, fl., 
lvs, sh . 3.9; Elaeocarpaceae: Elaeocarpus dentatus fl. 1.4; 
Meliaceae: Dysoxylum spectabile fl ., fru., lvs, sh. 2. 7; M yoporaceae: 
Myoporum laetum fru. 2.3; Myrsinaceae: Myrsine australis fru. 
2.0; Myrtaceae: Kunzea ericoides sds, fl. 2.6; Leptospermum 
scoparium sds, fl . 6. 1; Metrosideros excelsa sds, fl. , lvs, sh . 10.9; 
Phytolaccaceae: Phytolacca octandra fru. 2.0; Polygonaceae: 
Muehlenbeckia complexa sds, fl ., lvs, sh . 7 .0; Proteaceae: Knightia 
excelsa sds 1.2; Rubiaceae: Coprosma fl ., fru. 3.4; C. rhamnoides 
fru. 3.8; Violaceae: Melicytus ramiflorus fl., fru., lvs, sh 2. 1. 

On LITTLE BARRIER I., Nl (200 feeding observations over 
spring, summer, autumn; Dawe 1979): Plants MONOCOTYLEDONS: 
Liliaceae: Astelia fru. 1.5% no. of total obs.; Juglandaceae 
]uglans regia fl . 11 .0; Poaceae: Unident. grass sds 17 .0. DICOTY
LEDONS: Asteraceae: Unident. fl. 2.0; Fabaceae: Trifolium sds 
2.5; Fagaceae: Nothofagus truncata fl ., lvs, sh. 1.5 ; Myrtaceae: 
Kunzea ericoides sds, fl. 7 .0; Leptospermum sea parium sds 2.5; 
Metrosideros excelsa sds, lvs, sh. 5.0; O nagraceae : Fuchsia fl . 1.0; 
Polygonaceae: Muehlenbeckia complexa sds, fl. 14.5; Rubiaceae: 
Coprosma fru. 4.0; C. arborea fl . 2.5; Salicaceae lvs 1.0; 
Verbenaceae: Vitex lucens fl., fru., lvs, sh. 14.5; Violaceae: 
Melicytus ramiflorus fl., lvs, sh 4.5 . O n LITTLE BARRIER I. (1745 
feeding observations over 11 months; Greene 1988 ): Plants 
GYMNOSPERMS: Araucariaceae: Agathis australis sds, fl., lvs, sh. 
2.5% no. of total. obs. MONOCOTYLEDONS: Poaceae: Poa annua 
sds 2.4. DICOTYLEDONS: Araliaceae: Pseudopanax edgerleyi fl., 
fru. 1.2; Fagaceae: Nothofagus truncata sds, fl ., lvs, sh. 31.1 ; 
Myrtaceae: Kunzea ericoides sds, fl ., lvs, sh. 4.9; Metrosideros 
excelsa sds, fl., lvs , sh . 3.1; Phyto laccaceae: Phytolacca octandra 
fru. 3. 7; Pittosporiaceae: Pittosporum umbellatum sds, fl., lvs, sh. 
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1.9; Polygonaceae: Muehlenbeckia complexa sds, fl., 17.7 ; 
Solanaceae : Solanum americanum fl., fru. 2.3; Verbenaceae: 
Vitex lucens fl ., fru 4.3. Animals INVERTEBRATES: Ctenochiton 
viridis 2.2; Sensorioaphis nothofagi 6.3. 

At BURGESS I. , MOKOHINAU GRP, Nl (264 feeding observa
tions, Dec. 1983 - Jan . 1984; Bellingham 1987): Plants 
LICHEN: Ramalinaceae: Ramalina celastri fru. 3.0% no. of total 
obs. MONOCOTYLEDONS: Unident. grass 4.9; Agavaceae: 
Phormium tenax sds 12.1; Cyperaceae: Cyperus ustulatus sds 4.5; 
Poaceae: Anthoxanthum odor a tum sds 3 .4; Chionochloa bromo ides 
sds 4.2; Holcus lanatus sds 1.8. DICOTYLEDONS: Aizoaceae: 
Dis phyma australe fru. 1.1; Asteraceae: Hypochoeris radicata sds 
4.5; Convolvulaceae: Dichondra repens fru. 1.1; Myoporaceae: 
Myoporum laetum lvs 20.9; Myrtaceae: Metrosideros excelsa fl . 
21.2; Polygonaceae: Muehlenbeckiacomplexa fru. 2. 7; Rubiaceae: 
Coprosma macrocarpa fru. 1.9; C. repens fru. 11.0. 

O n MANGERE I. , CHATHAM GRP (32 crops and oesophagi, 
Feb. 1980; Nixon 1994 ): Plants Seeds 18.8% freq., flowers 2.9, 
leaves 49.8, wood 5.9. MONOCOTYLEDONS: Cyperaceae: Carex 
sds 5.9; Poaceae: Unident. grass lvs 2.9; Dactylis glomeratus sds 
9 .1. DICOTYLEDONS: Aizoaceae: Dis phyma papillatum sds 2.9, fl. 
24.8; Asteraceae sds 5.9; Embergeria grandifolia sds 2.8; 
Caryophyllaceae sds 9.1; Cerastium sds, fru. 18.8; Fabaceae: 
Trifolium lvs 22.0. Other matter Grit 21.9. OnMANGERE I. (34 
feeding observations at same site as previous data, May-June 
1979; Nixon 1994 ): Plants LICHEN: U nident. lvs, sh . 8.8% no. 
of total obs. MONOCOTYLEDONS: Poaceae: Unident. grass 17 .6. 
DICOTYLEDONS: Aisoaceae: Disphyma papillatum lvs, sh . 8.8; 
Asteraceae: Olearia chathamica lvs, sh . 5.8; Olearia traversii lvs, 
sh . 20.6; Malvaceae: Plagianthus chathamica lvs, sh. 5.8; 
Polygonaceae: Muehlenbeckiaaustralis sds 2.9; Rosaceae: Acaena 
sds 8.8; Scrophulariaceae: Hebe chathamica lvs, sh . 8.8. Ani
mals INSECTS: Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae 11.7. On MANGERE 
I. (59 feeding observations, Nov. 1970, 1973 , 1976; R.H. 
Taylor): Plants MONOCOTYLEDONS: Agavaceae: Phormium fl. 
1.7% no. of total obs. DICOTYLEDONS: Aizoaceae: Disphyma 
papillatum fl. , lvs, sh . 6.8; Asteraceae: Brachyglottis huntii fl . 8.5; 
Carduus fl. 1. 7; Leptinella lvs, sh. 3 .4; O le aria traversii sds, fl., 1 vs, 
sh. 54.3; Sonchus sds 1. 7; Caryophyllaceae: Stellaria media fl. 5.1; 
Crassulaceae: Crassula moschata lvs, sh . 3.4; Polygonaceae: 
Muehlenbeckia lvs, sh . 1. 7; Malvaceae: Plagianthus cathamicus fl. 
10.2. Animals INSECTS: Hemiptera: Coccoidea 1. 7. 

O n ANTIPODES I. (205 feeding observations, Oct.-Nov. 
199 5; Greene 1996): Plants MONOCOTYLEDONS: Cyperaceae: 
Carex appressa sds, fl., lvs, sh. 28.8% no. of total obs.; Poaceae: 
Poa foliosa fl., lvs, sh . 6.2; P. litorosa fl. , lvs, sh. 32.2. DICOTYLE
DONS: Apiaceae: Anisotome antipoda fl. , lvs, sh . 5.7; 
Caryophyllaceae: Colobanthus apetalus fl ., lvs, sh . 2.8; Rosaceae: 
Acaena minor lvs, sh. 1.4; Rubiaceae: Coprosma ciliata fru. 5.8; 
C. rugosa fru., lvs, sh. 9.7. 

On SOUTH EAST I., CHATHAM GRP (279 feed ing observa
tions, Nov. 1970, 1973, 1976; R.H. Taylor): Plants MONO
COTYLEDONS: Cyperaceae: Scirpus sds, fl. 1.1 o/o no. (of total 
obs.); Poaceae: Unident. grass sds, lvs, sh . 5.7; Hordeum sds 1.1. 
DICOTYLEDONS: Aizoaceae: Dis phyma papillatum fl. , lvs, sh. 12. 1; 
Asteraceae: Brachyglottis huntii fl., lvs, sh . 5.3; Carduus sds, fl. 
5.3; Olearia traversii sds, fl. , lvs, sh., bark 5.8; Sonchus sds, fl. 1.5; 
Caryoph y llaceae: S tellaria media fl., l vs, sh. 1.8; Chenopod iaceae: 
Einadia trigonus lvs, sh . 1.5 ; Fabaceae: Vicia lvs, sh . 2. 1; 
Malvaceae: Malva fl., lvs, sh. 3.9; Plagianthus chathamicus fl ., 
fru., lvs, sh ., bark 1.9; Myrsinaceae: Myrsine chathamica fru., lvs, 
sh. 1.1 ; Polygonaceae: Muehlenbeckia lvs, sh. 26.5; Rosaceae: 
Acaena sds, fl. 4.6. Animals Unident. 2.1; INSECTS: Hemiptera: 
Coccoidea 2.8. 
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On MACAULEY I. , KERMADEC GRP (691 observations, Nov. 
1980; R.H. Taylor): Plants ALGAE: Unident. seaweeds 4.0. 
MONOCOTYLEDONS: C yperaceae: Cyperus ustulatus sds, lvs 63. 96; 
Isolepis nodosa sds, lvs, sh. 1.29; Poaceae: Lacnagrostis filiformis 
sds 1.15; Microlaena stipoides fl. , lvs , sh . 1.87; Poaanceps sds 1.44; 
Rhytidosperma racemosum sd s, lvs 1.29. DICOTYLEDONS: 

Aizoace ae: Disphyma australe lvs , sh. 3.9; Asteraceae: 
Pseudognaphalium luteoalbum fl ., 1 vs 2.31; Solanaceae: Solanum 
nodiflorum sds, fru . 12.15 . Animals MOLLUSCS: Acmaeidae: 
Scutellastra kermadecensis 3.33 . Other matter Grit 58. 

Other records MAIN ISLANDS OF NZ AND NEARBY ISLANDS: 

Plants BRYOPHYTES: U nident. moss spores31. FERNS: 

Polypodiaceae : Pyrrosia elaegnifolia lvs, sh. 18 GYMNOSPERMS: 

Araucariaceae: Agathis australis sds12; Cupressaceae: Cupressus 
funebris cones20; C. macrocarpa lvs 15 , fl .18; Phyllocladaceae: 
Phyllocladus trichomanoides lvs18; Pinaceae: Pinus pinca cones20; 
P. radiatasds8

, buds, sh . 15; Podocarpaceae: Dacrycarpus dacrydiodes 
fru., lvs, shoots, bark15 . MONOCOTYLEDONS: Agavaceae: Phormium 
tenax sds4·5·6·7·16·18·30·32

, fl. buds9; C yperaceae: sds21 ; Carex virgata 
sds 18; Cyperus ustulatus sds20 ; Gahnia sds12; Isolepis nodosa fru. 17; 
Leptocarpus sds19; Uncinia uncinata sds20; Juncaceae: ]uncus 
australis sds 18; Liliaceae: Astelia fru. 26; Dianella intermedia fru. 18; 
Poaceae: unident. grass sds, lvs15; Bromis hordaceous sds18; 
Cortaderia richardii sds4·6•7·19; Dactylis glomerata sds2·3·6·23 ; Holcus 
lanatus sds 18; Sporobolus african us sds18; Stenotaphrumsecundatum 
sds 17. DICOTYLEDONS: Aizoaceae: Aptenia cordi folia sds 17; Disphyma 
australe sh. 16, fl. 7·16; Alseuosmiaceae : Alseuosmia macrophylla fl., 
fru. 18; Araliaceae : Meryta sinclairii fru Y ; Pseudopanax I vs 15; P. 
arboreus fl., fru. 18; P. crassifolius sds\ lvs18; P. lessoni fru. 15·32; 
Schefflera digitata fru. 18; A ste raceae: Brachyglottis repanda sds15; 
Cassinia leptophyllasds, buds20 ; Conyza albida sds, fl. 18; Hypochoeris 
radicata fl. 18; Olearia sds 18; 0. arborescens fl .10; 0. furfuracea sds 15; 
Pseudognaphalium luteoalbum sds18; Senecio bipinnatisectus sds18; 
Sonchus sds6·20·21 ; S. olearaceus fl. 18; Taraxacum officinale sds6; 
Caryophyllaceae: Stellaria media sds6·18; Chenopodiaceae: 
Chenopodium urbicum sds1; C o nvo lvulaceae: Calystegia sds1\ 
Coriariaceae: Coriaria arborea fru zo; Epacridaceae: Cyathodes 
juniperina fl., fru. 18; Dracophyllum latifolium sds18; Leucopogon 
fasciculatus fru. 15·18; Euphorbiaceae : Euphorbia peplus sds 18; 
Fabaceaea: Pisium sativum fru. 20 ; Fagaceae: Nothofagus solandri 
var. diffortioides 25 ; N. truncata leaf buds 12; Quercus fru .Z0; 
Fumariaceae: Fumaria muralis fl. 18, sds15; Geraniaceae: Gera
nium molle fl . 18; Crossulaceae : Ribes fru. 20; lcacinaceae: Pennantia 
corymbosa fru. 6; P. baylisiana fl . buds33; Lauraceae: Beilschmiedia 
tarairi lvs 15; Laurelia novae-zelandiae fru. 18; Lamiaceae: Mentha 
pulegium fl. 18; Loganiaceae: Geniostoma lingustrifolia fru. 32 ; 
Loranthaceae: Peraxilla tetrapetala fi N ; Mimosaceae: Acacia 
sds20; Moraceae: Streblus banksii apical sh9 •10; Myoporaceae: 
Myoporum laetum fru. 6; M yrsinaceae: Myrsine australis fru.4·15; 
Myrtaceae: Guava lvs18, fru. 15; Kunzea ericoides sds15·16·24·32; 
Leptospermum scoparium sds4·6·15·16 , fl .9, fru., lvs18; Metrosideros 
lvs15; M.excelsa fl . 18; M. fulgens sds, fl. 18; M . perforata lvs15; M. 
umbellata fl. 18; Oleaceae: Nes tegis lanceolata fl. , fru., lvs 12·18; 
Onagraceae: Fuchsia excorticata fru. 20; Passifloriaceae: Passiflora 
tetandra fru. 4; Phytolaccaceae: Phytolacca octandra fru. 12·23 ; 
Piperaceae: Macropiper excelsum fl ., sds19·32; Pitto-sporaceae: 
Pittosporum crassifolium sds 19 , lvs9

; P. umbellatum sds 12·28 ; 
Polygonaceae: Muehlenbeckiacomplexa fl. 2·16; Proteaceae: Knightia 
excelsa sds, fl.15·18; Rosaceae: A caena sds16; Cotoneaster fru. 15; 
Fragaria vesca fru .Z0; Malus sylves tris fru. 20

; Prunus fl., lvs 15 ; P. 
domestica fru. 20; P. persica fru. 15·18; Rub iaceae: Coprosma fru. 22•2\ 
C. arborea fl., fru. 18; C. macrocarpa fru .19·32 , fl. 11 ·18; C. rhamnoides 
fl. 18; C. repens lvs9, fru. 15; Ranunculaceae: Ranunculus lvs15; 
Rutaceae: Melicope temata lvs9; Phebalium nudum fl. 18; Salicaceae: 

Salix lvs, sh. 15 ; Santalaceae: Mida salicifolia fl. 18; Sapotaceae: 
Pouteria costata sds15·29 , apical shoots 11 , lvs9

; M. ternata sds 18; 
Scrophulariaceae: Hebe sds, buds20; Solanaceae: Solanum 
americanum fru. 18; S. aviculare fru. 20; Verbenaceae: Vitex lucens 
fl. 15 ·18 , fru Y , lvs 15; Violaceae: Melicytus novae-zelandiae lvs9

; 

M. ramiflorus fl., fru., lvs4• 1218· 32 . 

REFERENCES: 1 Smith 1888; 2 Sibson 1949; 3 Dawson 1950; 4Wilkinson 
& Wilkinson 1952; ' Chambers et al. 1955; 6Wilkinson 1957; 7Kinsky 
& Sibson 1959; 8 Black 1963; 9 Skegg 1963; Blackburn 101968, 11 1970; 
12 Gravatt 1969; 13 Ramsay & Watt 1971; 14 Stidolph 1971; 15 Dawe 
1979; 16 Taylor 1985; 17 Bellingham 1987; 18 Greene 1988; 19 Sagar 1988; 
20 Qliver; CSN 21 2, 22 7, 21 9, 24 21, 21 23, 26 30, 27 31, 28 32, 29 33 , Jo 39, 31 42; 

32 T.C. Greene; 33 P.J. de Lange. 

ANTIPODES, CHATHAM, KERMADEC, LORD HOWE, MACQUARIE, 

NORFOLK IS. Plants LICHEN: sds21 . BRYOPHYTES: Unident. 
moss19·25 ; Hepaticae: Liverwort21 . FERNS: Blechnaceae: Blechnum 
durum lvs, sh., roots25 ; Dennstaedtiaceae: Histiopteris incisa 
lvs21 ; Hypolepis dicksonioides lvs25 ; Dryopteridaceae: Polystichum 
vestitum lvs, sh., stems, leafbases25 ; Lycopidaceae: Lycopodium22

; 

Pteridaceae: Pteridium esculentum lvs 25 . GYMNOSPERMS: 

Araucariaceae: Araucaria heterophylla cones 11·13·15 ·16 MONO

COTYLEDONS: Cyperaceae: Car ex appressa sds 10·25 , 1 vs, sh., roots25 ; 
C. ternariasds25

; C. trifidasds21
·25 ; Cyperus sds9; C. ustulatus sds18; 

Isolepis aucklandicus sds25 ; J uncaceae: Luzulacrinita sds25 ; Poaceae: 
unident. grass lvs22 ; Bromus willdenowii 1vs25 ; Holcus lanatus lvs, 
sh. 25 ; Poa foliosa sds25 ; P. litorosa sds, fl., lvs, sh.Z5; Puccinellia 
walkeri sds, stems, leaf bases25 . DICOTYLEDONS: Aizoaceae: 
Disphyma sds4; Apiaceae: Anisotome antipoda sds, fl., stems, leaf 
bases25 ; Apium prostratum lvs, sh. 25 ; Araliaceae: Stilbocarpa pola
ris lvs19, bracts, fl .25 ; Asteraceae: Brachyglottis huntii fl.\ Cirsium 
vulgare sds25 ; Conyza sds 1,2; Gnaphalium sds 1 ·2; G. gymnocephalum 
lvs25 ; Leptinella plumosa sds, fl. 21 ·25 ; Olearia fl. 4; 0. semidentata5; 

Senecio radiolatus fl. 2\ Sonchus as per sds25 ; S. kirkii 1vs25 ; Taraxacum 
officinale sds, fl. 25 ; Brassicaceae: Coronopus didymus sds, lvs, 
sh. 2\ Nasturtium lvs, sh. 25 ; Callitrichaceae: Callitriche antarctica 
lvs, sh. 25 ; Caryophyllaceae: Cerastium glomeratum fJ.2 5; 
Colobanthus ape talus fl . 25 ; C. muscoides fl. 25 ; Polycarpon 
tetraphyllum sds9·25 ; Stellaria decipiens lvs22·25 ; Chenopodiaceae: 
Einadia trigonos sds9

; Crassulaceae: Crassula moschatasds, fl., lvs, 
sh. 25 ; Epacridaceae: Dracophyllum sh. 23 ; Euphorbiaceae: Baloghia 
Iucida sds, fl. 17; Gentianaceae: Gentianaantipoda fl. 25 ; Mal vaceae: 
Lagunaria patersonia fl . 17 ; M yoporaceae: Myoporum kermadecensis 
fl. 25 ; M. laetum lvs, sh. 25 ; Myrtaceae: Metrosideros kermadecensis 
leaf shY; Psidium guajava fru .12·13 ·17; Rhodomyrtus psidioides 
fru. 12

•
13

•
17; Oleaceae: Olea africana sds, fru. 11 ·14·17; Oxalidaceae: 

Oxalis thompsonii lvs25 ; Polygonaceae: Muehlenbeckiash24; Rumex 
fl. 25 ; R. obtuifolius sds25 ; Primulaceae: Anagallis fl.25 ; Rosaceae: 
Acaena burrs4•

5; A. minor sds, fl. 25 ; Prunus persica fru. 6·7·13·17; 
Rubiaceae: Coprosma lvs, sh., fru. 9•22 ; C . chathamica fru., lvs25 ; C. 
ciliata fru., fl.25; C. perpusilla fru., lvs, sh., sds, fl. 25 ; C. pumila 
fru. 21 ; C. rugosa fru., lvs, sh. 25; Scrophulariaceae: Hebe dieffenbachii 
1 vs , sh. 25 ; Solanaceae: Solanum mauritianum fru. 17 ; S. nodiflorum 
sds9; S. tuberosum12 ; Urticaceae: Urtica australis sds25 . Animals 
CRUSTACEANS3. INSECTS: larv. 20; Diptera: pupae, larv.4·21 ·25 ; 
Coelopidae22 ; Hemiptera20; Aphididae22 • BIRDS: Penguin egg
shells22 ; petrel corpses21·25 ; White-headed Petrel Pterodroma 
lessoni corpses21. MAMMALS: Goat carcasses8. 

REFERENCES: Cheeseman 1 1887, 21890; 3 Hamilton 1894; 4 Fleming 
1939; 5 Bell1955; 6 Wake\in 1968; 7Smithers & Disney 1969; 8 Wil\iams 
&Rudge 1969; 9 Merton 1970; 10Warham&Bel\1979; 11 Forshaw 1980; 
12 Moore 1981; ll Schoddeetal.1983; 14Low 1984; 15 Hay 1985; 16Taylor 



1985; 17 Forshaw & Cooper 1989; 18 Tennyson & Taylor 1989; 19 Miskelly 
et al. 1990; 20 N ixon 1994; 21 Greene 1996; 22 Oliver; CSN 23 26, 14 28; 
z; R.H. Taylor. 

Young Information from Little Barrier I. (T.C. Greene), 
unless stated. Nestlings fed by regurgitation. Food appears to be 
transparent liquid at first; becomes thicker and coarser after 4-
5 days; after 10-12 days, chicks fed large pieces and whole seeds. 
For first 2 weeks chicks fed by female c. 12 t imes/day, during 
daylight hours; increases to c. 20 times/day after adult male 
starts to feed chicks directly. Diet of young depends on habitat 
and availabi lity of food. Seeds appear to be an important and 
preferred component of nestl ing diet; comprise 50-80% of 
adult diet during nestling period. Observations of adults wi th 
nests showed seeds of Poaannua, Kunzeaericoides, Leptospennum 
scoparium and Muehlenbeckia complexa to be particu larly impor
tant. Fruits of Melicytus ramiflorus, Coprosma rhamnoides be
came important just before and after chicks fledge. 

Intake O n Mangere !., maximum amount of material 
recorded in crop 9.8 ml of plant and invertebrate material; 
larges t invertebrate 8 mm long (Nixon 1994) . On Little Barrier 
!. , most faeces comprise finely crushed vegetable matter with 
few visible seeds. Feeding rate var ies with season, type of food 
and size of food items (Greene 1988). 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION Much of account prepared by 
T.C. Greene. Fairly well known, especially from studies on 
Little Barrier I. (Greene 1988, 1989, 1990, 1996). Dispersion 
closely related to abundance of food and so vari es between 
seasons and years. Usually solitary or in pairs. Flocks can form 
at abundant food in any season, but such flocks usually short
lived; most flocks small, with only 9.3% more than five birds. 
On islands with little fresh water, will congregate at water to 
drink and bathe (Merton 1970; Dawe 1979; Taylor 1985; 
Greene 1988, 1996; O'Donnell & Dilks 1993; Nixon 1994; 
Forshaw; T.C. G reene). Once independent, juveniles often 
forage with adu lts, forming small groups; generally close to nest 
at first, then dispersing over wider area (Greene 1990). 

Bonds Apparently monogamous. On Little Barrier !. , 
eight pairs retained partners and bred in two consecutive 
seasons; mates associate in non-breed ing season (T.C. Greene). 
Occurrence of polygyny unconfirmed, but entry into nest by 
more than single pair occasionally observed. Incubating fe
males also seen soliciting and receiving food from males other 
than mate (Dawe 1979; T.C. Greene). Population sex-ratio on 
Little Barrier I. probably approximately equal (T.C. Greene); 
possibly male-biased in populations where introduced preda
tors present (Hicks & Greenwood 1989; Garnett 1992). Age at 
first pairing and breeding in wild unknown, but one juvenile 
female, only 1 week after reaching independence, seen repeat
edly with adult male and behaving as mated pair (Greene 
1990). In captiv ity, said to first breed when < 1 year old (C.D. 
Roderick). Courtship and pair-formation can occur through 
much of year, but commonly seen Sept. and Oct. in most 
populat ions (Sibson 1947; Wilkinson& Wilkinson 1952; Dawe 
1979; Taylor 1985; Forshaw & Cooper 1989; O liver; T.C. 
Greene). Parental care After nest-cavity chosen, female 
prepares nest, incubates eggs, broods young, and feeds nestlings 
for first 2-3 weeks; during this period, female prevents access to 
nest by male, who provides food to female and chases other 
Parakeets from near nest; both sexes feed nestlings and fledge
lings thereafter (Moon 1957; Wilkinson 1957; Dawe 1979; 
Taylor 1985; Greene 1990; T.C. Greene; R .H. Taylor). Adult of 
one pair fed nestling of another pair (Dawe 1979). Fledgelings 
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begin to feed themselves 2 weeks after fledging but st ill pursue 
adults, begging for food. Adults begin lunging at and chasing 
young away 3-4 weeks after fledging; young become independ
ent 4-5 weeks after fledging (Dawe 1979; Taylor 1985; Hicks & 
G reenwood 1989; T.C. Greene). 

Breeding dispersion Nest solitari ly. Many nests appar
ently used over many years (Greene 1990). Territories Most 
pairs remain within fairly distinct areas before and during 
breeding season; apparently centred on regularly occupied 
roost- and nest-sites. Males aggressive to other Parakeets near 
nest; female at one nest also chased off female intruders during 
incubation period (Greene 1990; T.C. Greene; see below). 

Roosting Solitary; sites usually traditional and invariably 
well concealed; often same roost used throughout year (Taylor 
1985; Greene 1990; T.C. Greene; T.G. Lovegrove; see Habi
tat). Members of pair roost 10-200+ m apart . Once, before 
breeding season, male and female of different pairs roosted in 
same tree without aggression. At night, outside breeding sea
son, often roost in nest-holes, usually, but not a lways, subse
quently nesting there. During breeding season, male of pair 
consistently roosts close to, and possibly within, nest. Arrive at 
nocturnal roost at, or soon after, sunset; leave just before 
sunrise. Loafing generally occurs most often in middle of day 
(8% of tota l t ime-budget; Greene 1988), usually in sheltered 
and often shaded areas; on Antipodes Is, actively seek out 
sheltered and sunny areas in which to loaf. Often preen while 
loafing. When resting, usually sit low, with feathers fluffed; wi ll 
sleep in this position but usually turn head over one shoulder; 
keep both feet on perch when roosting ( Dawe 1979; Taylor 
1985; G reene 1988, 1990; T.C. Greene). 

SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR Account large ly prepared by T.C. 
Greene. Fairly well known, especially from studies on Little 
Barrier I. (Greene 1988, 1989, 1990, 1996) and in captivity 
(Dawe 1979) . Tame wherever there is little human impact and 
disturbance, such as on Kermadec Is (Cheeseman 1887; Taylor 
1985), Antipodes Is (Taylor 1985; Greene 1996) and formerly 
Norfolk, Lord Howe and Macquarie Is (Oliver; Forshaw). More 
often seen than heard, particularly in forest habitats, where well 
camouflaged (Williams 1976; Calder & Deuss 1985; T.C. 
Greene). Most d isplays and behaviours inconspicuous. Usually 
quiet while feeding, giving only occasional soft Contact Calls; 
vocalizat ions during copulation, begging and agonist ic behav
iour (see Voice) obvious and indicative of behaviour (Dawe 
1979; G reene 1988, 1996; T.C. Greene). Flock behaviour 
Form loose flocks with little cohesion, usually congregating at 
locally abundant food (Greene 1988). Usually respond to 
disturbance more quickly while in flocks than when solitary 
(T.C. Greene). Comfort behaviour Based on observat ions by 
Dawe (1979) unless stated; similar to other small parrots. 
Preening usually thorough and often prolonged; use bill to 
preen all parts of body except head; fan tail and wing and raise 
remaining plumage; after preening, shake and settle feathers 
(T.C. Greene ). In captivity and wild, observed preening feath
ers, part icu larly of wing and tail, with mixture of chewed 
aromatic leaves and preen-oil, and this has some effect against 
parasites; this material also often ingested and suggested to 
have some effect on internal parasites (Greene 1989). Often 
scratch head vigorously with foot. Remove flaking skin and 
foreign matter from feet by vigorous shaking or with bill; bill 
cleaned by rubbing it on vegetation. Usually stretch afte r 
period of inactiv ity, and stretching usually interspersed with 
periods offeather-shaking; stretching commonly includes back
ward and downward extension of one wing and foot on same 
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side; tail sometimes turned and spread toward outstretched 
wing. Stretching often followed by raising carpal jo ints over 
back and spreading wings; sometimes also yawn. Bathing 
Bathe vigorously, using only fresh clean water, th ough on 
Macauley !. , Kermadec G rp, where no permanent fresh water, 
bathe in sh allow intertidal pools. Prefer to bathe every day; 
stand in sh allow water, dip head and splash water over back 
with wings while shaking body; dry plumage by sh aking body 
and wings, preening, and sitt ing in sun with feathers ruffled 
(Dawe 1979; Taylor 1985; T.C. G reene). 

Agonistic behaviour Generally rare in wild and usually 
only involves d isplacemen t of conspecifics when in flocks at 
locally abundant food or near active nests. Resident male often 
repeatedly attacks pairs or individuals investiga ting nest-hole 
of resident; usually, approach of res ident male causes intruders 
to leave but sometimes resul ts in aerial fights, and once two 
males fough t on ground . Nest of one pair in study inves tigated 
often throughout breeding season by others; while incubating, 
resident female ignored intruding males, but would fly from 
nest and ch ase intruding females fro m vicinity (G reene 1988; 
T.C. Greene). U sually respond by turning toward and lunging 
or rushing at opponent while churring or chattering; bill
gaping may also occur (Greene 1988 ). Even if interference 
persistent, aggress ion usually remains at low intensity while 
fo raging, usually h alting if intruder moves 2- 3 m away (Greene 
1988 ). Near nest~, intensity of agonistic interactions much 
greater and usually results in ac tive pursuit of intruders from 
area, often for > 100 m, accompanied by loud chatte ring (Greene 
1988 ). Sometimes attack individuals showing signs of illness 
(Dawe 1979). Following descriptions of agonistic behav iours 
from study of captive group of males by Dawe ( 1979 ), but nearly 
all beh av iours also seen in wild. Considerable use of feet in 
aggression unusual for small parrots. Many behav iours, espe
cially positions of body, vary greatly and do not form distinct 
displays; ritualization poorly developed. During aggression, 
feathers can be sleeked, relaxed or flu ffed and feathers of crown 
can be ra ised; ra ising feathers of crown and fluffing appear in 
both aggressive and escape con texts, but fluffing usually associ
ated with submissive postures and escape. Threat FORWARD 
POSTURES: Vary continuously in posit ion of body, angle of tarsus 
and angle between tarsus and t ibia; Low Forward and High 
Forward merely represent typical postures (Fig. 1 ); given with 
bill closed or gaped or while calling; usually given in response 
to other aggressive behaviours and usually after initial aggres
sive approach toward opponent. Opponent usually retreats or 

Figure l Forward posture 

assumes submissive posture but can also respond aggressively; if 
opponent does not retreat or submi t, further aggression often 
follows. LOW FORWARD (Fig.2): Typ ically hold tarsus angled 
slightly back from vertica l with t ibia vertical to slightly forward 
and with body horizontal; head can be pulled in close to body 
or head and neck can be extended fully toward opponent. Can 
merge into more defensive Crouch posture by lowering body 
and drawing in head; or, with slight backward stepping, can 

Figure 2 Figure 3 
Low Forward posture High Forward posture 

merge into Back Away (see Submiss ion). HIGH FORWARD (Fig. 
3 ): Typically hold legs only slightly back from vert ical, and 
body, n eck and head extended upward and forward at angle of 
50- 60°, exposing more of upper leg than normally visible in 
Low Forward . Can merge into more defensive upright posture 
by leaning backward ; body often then turned slightly away and 
with further turning can merge into Lean-away, held as far back 
as possible. LEAN TOWARD: Occas ionally when several birds 
gathered round food, one leans toward another in high , upright 
posture and faces it (cf. Lean -away); functions as low-intensity 
threat in crowded situations. TURN TOWARD: Turns toward 
opponent with aggressive intent , as indicated by alert and quick 
nature of movemen t; usually given in response to aggression , 
often as first in sequence of aggressive acts unless , as often 
happens, opponent retreats. SIDLE TOWARD: U sed to approach 
opponent when motivation not so great as that elic iting frontal 
approach ; usually holds head in line with body or turned 
slightly in direction of movement; usually results in opponent 
retreating; rarely used against aggressive ind ividual, which 
then requires higher level of aggression . Often followed by 
further aggress ion ; sometimes turns head toward opponent and 
gapes bill or calls, which almost always causes opponent to fly 
away. MOVE TOWARD: H olds body in one of Forward positions 
while moving toward opponent; usually keeps bill closed, and 
sometimes gapes or calls; usually given in response to low-level 
aggression but also to submissive and retreat beh aviours; oppo
nent almost always retreats or shows submission , usually flying 
away, especially if performer gapes or calls; usually preceded by 
less aggressive act, espec ially Turn Toward and stationary pos
tures; usually fo llowed by further aggression if opponent does 
not submit or retreat. WAVE FOOT TOWARD: Foot held toward 
opponent and moved in slow clawing action; in extreme cases, 
foot held almost still and pointed at opponent, wi th toes spread. 
Most often given as response to mild aggression , functioning as 
threat; opponent usually backs off in response but rare ly flies 
away. BILL-GAPING: O pens bill wide and toward opponent; most 
often followed with other aggressive acts using bill , as not to do 
so invites attack from opponent; opponent must respond with 
intense aggression , such as Pecking or Lunging, to h ave chance 
of winning encounter. G aping while moving toward opponent 
increases likelihood of opponent flying away; such aggressors 
more likely to con t inue with further aggression than if attack
ing with bill closed. G aping can also be used in station ary 
forward positions. FEEDING: Can be considered as low- intensity 
threat when feeding individual ignores threat of others and 
continues to feed or produces signs of submission in nearby bird; 
Face-away, Lean-away and Stand Still S ide-on are usual re
sponses by ind ividuals perceiving feeding as threat, with other 
submiss ive postures and retreat rarely given as response. At
tack RUSH: Runs at opponent, which almost always flees 
immediately. FLIGHT APPROACH: Flying to land on or near 
oppon ent commonly used to d irect aggress ion at opponent 



initially some distance away. Opponent usually flies away 
before attacker lands, and always does so if landed on; otherwise 
usually retreats along perch or assumes submissive postures; if 
opponent does not flee, attacker normally continues with 
further aggression but sometimes instead continues flight or 
itself shows submission. Common for bird flying off to circle 
round to land and re-start encounter. FLYING CHASE: Occasion
ally when defeated bird flies away, aggressor fli es after it and 
lands close beside it whenever it lands, often lunging at it. 
STANDING CLAW: Foot raised and claw swung at body or head of 
opponent; usually results in opponent retreating, turning away 
or assum ing submissive posture; usually given in response to 
rough ly equally aggress ive acts but a lso to submissive postures 
and feeding individuals. Usually precedes further aggressive 
acts and performers seldom retreat. FLYING CLAW: If flying to 
perch and perched opponent does not move off, attacker can 
hover above opponent and rake it with claws; when two birds 
fac ing one another in aggressive encounter, one someti mes flies 
above other to claw at it; Flying C law usually causes opponent 
to fly off. FOOT PUSH (Fig. 4 ): Foot raised and pushed against 
body of opponent; often results in opponent losing balance, in 
which case attacker d irects force downward to push opponent 
off perch, causing it to fly away; can be given from forward or 
side-on position. Can be given to fend off opponent in close, 

Figure 4 Foot Push 

upright, front-on confrontation; Foot Push can be followed by 
further aggression if opponent does not retreat, but submiss ion 
or retreat of attacker equally likely. STANDING ON BODY OR TAIL: 

When several birds crowd round food, aggressor sometimes 
stands on tail or body of another in order to reach food; stand ing 
on tail does not usually cause recipient to retreat but rather to 
turn toward aggressor; standing on body usually causes recipient 
to move away or assume submissive posture, allowing aggressor 
to walk over it to food; aggressor standing on back likely to peck 
opponent if it does not immediately retreat or submit. LUNGE: 

Without moving feet, rapidly and forcefully thrusts head and 
neck, and often entire body, toward opponent; often gapes bill 
and sometimes utters short squawk; Lunge does not connect 
with opponent, either because it is out of reach or rapid ly moves 
to be so. FLYING LUNGE: On rare occas ions when two opponents 
facing each other, one will fly at other in extremely forceful 
lunge involving movement of entire body in flight; holds gaped 
bill toward opponent with neck extended. PECK: Lunge which 
connects with opponent; usually involves head and neck being 
thrust at other; most often directed at head of opponent, rarely 
at tail and legs. BITE: Reaches out and bites opponent without 
forcefully striking it; usually directed to sides of body, neck or 
wings of opponent; usually given when facing opponent but not 
front on; birds held in bite usua lly released after showing 
submiss ion. BILL-SPARRING: Opponents extend heads upward 
and bite and peck each other round bill and attempt to grasp bill 
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of other; if bills grasped, will push and twist each other. Most 
often occurs when opponents already in sparring position and 
Bill-gaping; usually ends with one retreating; occasionally 
escalates to Fighting. Lunge, Flying Lunge, Peck and Bite 
usually cause opponent to fl y, sidle or walk away; recipient 
rarely responds with aggression. Lunges, Pecks and Bites usually 
given in response to less aggressive acts but sometimes to 
equally or more aggressive behaviour; sometimes given to birds 
showing submission; usually precede further aggression but 
rarely follow submiss ive postures or retreat. Fighting Rare in 
both wild and captivity. Can occur in flight, where combatants 
claw at each other for several seconds before one flies away or 
one or both land; if both land, fight can resume after short 
pause. Fighting also occurs on perch using one or more of 
Standing Claw, Flying C law, Foot Push, Standing On Body Or 
Tail, Peck, Lunge, Flying Lunge, Bill-gaping and Move Toward; 
feet used in fighting much more than in many species of small 
parrot. Submission Have many submissive postures compared 
with other small parrots. Postures described are part of con
tinuum and grade into one another with changes in position of 
body, orientation and so on; tend to cause opponent to stop 
attacking, and retreat often follows submiss ive postures. FACE

AWAY: If opponents facing each other, with bodies oriented 
along perch, one can turn head away c. 90° rather than turn 
whole body away; given in response to low- intensity aggression 
but less often than Lean-away or Stand Still Side-on; performer 
likely to retreat farther afterwards. BACK-AWAY: Takes several 
short steps backward, with body held low and well back on legs 
whi le remaining oriented toward opponent; if fewer steps 
taken, grades into Low Forward as body held farther forward; 
given in response to less extreme threats and often followed by 
further retreat; usually takes submissive bird away from oppo
nent and thus usually stops attack. CROUCH (Fig. 5): Uncom
mon; body held low back on legs with head withdrawn; often 
feathers slightly fluffed and tail held low, giving hunched 
appearance; body can be held in any orientation to other birds; 
given in response to variety of aggressive behaviour; birds in 
Crouch usually ignored by dominants; usually follows and 
precedes other submissive or retreat behaviour. LOW LEAN-AWAY 

(Fig. 6): Holds body horizontally, with one leg stretched out to 
side, other folded back across perch and head held close to body; 
resembles Crouch with one leg extended to tilt body. HIGH 

LEAN-AWAY (Fig. 7): Holds body upright and leans back to hold 
head away from and tail toward opponent, with near-side leg 
extended toward opponent and weight carried largely on folded 

Figure 5 
Crouch 

Figure 6 
Low Lean-away 

Figure 7 
High Lean-away 

far-s ide leg; head and neck can be held close to body or 
extended upward in line with body or upward and sideways 
even farther from opponent. Moves more of body away from 
opponent than Low Lean-away; given much more often. In 
both Lean-away postures, head almost always faced across 
perch or away from opponent, rarely toward it. Lean-away 
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while facing toward opponent and gap ing acts as low-intensity 
defensive threat and is rarely given. Lean-away given equally in 
response to aggressive behaviour and to feed ing birds; usually 
precedes further retreat or submission; usually ignored by oppo
nent. STAND STILL SIDE-ON: Remains stationary, facing across 
perch in various postures from normal to upright to horizontal; 
if given in response to feeding bird, head can be moved round 
slightly, but if given in response to aggression, performer re
mains completely st ill. Most often given in response to feeding 
bird but also to aggression (e.g. see submissive bird in Fig. 1). 
Escape TURN AWAY: Turning away from opponent indicates 
submissiveness; given in response to aggression, usually of low 
intensity; usually aggressor ignores performer but occasionally 
responds aggressively; can be given after various behav iours but 
usually signals end of any aggressive activity of performer and 
usually followed by retreat or submiss ive postures. SIDLE AWAY: 
Turns head slightly in direction of movement and thus away 
from opponent; given in response to aggression, often after 
Turning Away or assuming submissive postures; commonly 
followed by further retreat or submiss ion; by far most common 
means of retreat ing from threatening dominant without flying 
off; opponent occas ionally directs aggress ion at performer. 
DIRECT RETREAT: Walks rapidly forward away from aggressor, 
which then does not continue with aggression; usually only 
used when facing along perch when threatened from behind. 
FLY AWAY: Most common react ion to all types of aggression; 
usually ends aggress ion from dominants, but sometimes aggres
sor continues by flying after retreating bird; occasionally per
former circles round to land again and continue aggression. 
Hierarchy Unstable and non-linear in captive group of six 
males; addition of pairs greatly increases complexity of hierar
chy (Dawe 1979). Alarm When alarmed or disturbed, usually 
take flight , chattering loudly, and move to nearest cover; often 
fly erratic course and weave at speed through dense vegetation 
(T.C. Greene). Interactions with Yellow-crowned Parakeets 
extremely rare and Yellow-crowned are usually tolerated, even 
when very close (Greene 1988). 

Sexual behaviour Male of one pair displayed much 
interest in femal e and nest of another pair nesting nearby; mate 
of female continually chased intruding male but with little 
effect; intruding male often preened with female, and escorted 
her back to nest, before returning to own nest and calling to and 
feeding own mate; eventually intruding male began calling 
female off nest and feeding her, despite attempts by her mate to 
prevent this; intruding male stopped visiting female once 
laying was finished (Greene 1990). Courtship Main compo
nents appear to be mutual tolerance followed by mutual atten
tiveness, co-ordination of activities and pre-copulatory behav
iour. Few pre-copulatory displays, most important being SWITCH
SIDLING: only observed before breeding; male repeatedly moves 
toward and away from stationary female, while turning from 
side to side; turning movements particularly pronounced at 
points closest to and farthest from female; often walks back and 
forth over back of female or jumps from branch to branch. Male 
often accompanies display with head-bobbing, drooping wings, 
soft chattering and rapid repeated dilation of pupils; female 
stays stationary and somewhat hunched, sometimes uttering 
high-pitched whine while Bill-gaping. Courtship feeding usu
ally follows if female accepts advances (Dawe 1979; T.C. 
Greene). Courtship feeding Rare until c. 2 months before 
lay ing starts, then increasingly frequent and longer, particularly 
as selection and occupation of nests begins. Continues through 
incubation, with male coming to nest at regular intervals, 
either approaching entrance immed iately or first spending 

several minutes nearby feeding, preening or perching. Usually 
makes final approach to entrance on foot and, once at entrance, 
ca lls softly till female emerges. Sometimes male perches some 
distance from nest and calls, or approaches entrance without 
calling. Female usually leaves nest rapidly, flying directly to 
sh eltered perch, usually nearby, which is used often throughout 
breeding season. Male follows female to perch, where female 
then crouches with head slightly back, tail at 70° to body, bill 
open and giving prolonged whining call while facing male. 
Male jerks head up and down several times before taking bill of 
female crossways in own and regurgitating, 6-21 times, till crop 
empty. Male then turns away from female and ignores any 
further begging; female then performs maintenance activities 
before returning to nest (Greene 1990; T.C. Greene). Greeting 
Appears restricted to soft contact calls, which are important 
cue for female to leave nest to be fed by mate (T.C. Greene). 
Copulation Inconspicuous, with only soft calls. Usually on 
stable perches in trees but can also take place on ground if trees 
scarce. Females usually solicit copulation, but males often do 
not respond; females usually signal willingness to copulate by 
uttering high-pitched her-her-hercalls, which continue through
out copulation. Male usually becomes highly agitated and 
moves rapidly round female, jumping from perch to perch while 
calling softly; female then crouches low, in hunched horizontal 
position, with carpal joints and head and tail slightly raised. 
Male steps onto back of female and grasps feathers of her back, 
and lowers and twists tail to make cloacal contact while 
flapp ing wings for ba lance; several attempts sometimes made 
before male mounts successfully. Copulation lasts from several 
seconds to > 1 min . On Little Barrier 1. , first copulations seen 
c. 30 days before lay ing begins, but most occur in 2 weeks before 
laying; frequency largely unknown, but one pair copulated 
twice in 45 min (Dawe 1979; Greene 1990; T.C. Greene). 

Relations within family group Recognition, location and 
contact between adults and fledged young maintained through 
various calls. Various soft calls given by adults to maintain 
contact; loud and prolonged chattering calls given in flight and 
when alarmed (Moon 1957; Taylor 1985; Forshaw & Cooper 
1989; Oliver; T.C. Greene). Selection of nest Male escorts 
mate to various sites, often repeatedly, while uttering continual 
quiet Contact Calls; both inspect each potential hole and, if 
female appears interested, male rushes back and forth near 
entrance, often Side-switching and dilating pupils. Female 
indicates selection by repeatedly entering and leaving hole 
over prolonged period; male sometimes continues introducing 
female to other sites, but generally without effect. Female then 
spends increasing amount of time in nest but regularly comes to 
entrance, especially if mate nearby. Time off nes t is usually 
spent feeding with mate; throughout period in which female 
preparing nest, male remains nearby. Nestlings huddle together 
till able to thermoregulate at c. 3 weeks old (Greene 1990). 
Feeding of young Only interaction between young and adults 
after fledging. Begging of nestlings immediately after hatching 
involves maximum vertical extension of both neck and body, in 
attempt to contact bill of female, while uttering Food-begging 
Calls; young nestlings almost fed on backs, with heads either 
leaning on rim of nest or bodies of siblings; nestlings begin to 
beg loudly after detecting parents outside nest. Adults usually 
visit nest independently; as fledging approaches, begin visiting 
nest together more often, when usually only one approaches 
and feeds nestlings at a time, usually the female first. As 
nestlings mature, siblings actively seek food by repeatedly 
thrusting head toward regurgitating adult; before fledging, call 
much and will try to get access to entrance of nest where feeding 



usually occurs. Food-begging Calls obvious, and continue till 
moment of regurgitat ion , when they become muffled as food 
transferred with open bills grasped at right angles; parent 
rapidly jerks head up and down several times before regurgitat
ing; adult regurgitates up to 20 times during one feeding sess ion. 
Parent brings food to fledgelings by coming to general area 
where fledgelings perched then calling to locate them. Begging 
fledgelings call loudly and often follow adults along branch, 
with wings slightly spread; usually only one fledge ling fed each 
visit despite all chicks begging. After 13 days, frequency of 
feeding decreases and fledgelings begin to range over larger area 
to feed themselves and, calling loudly, actively pursue adults; 
family groups often seen in flight at this time. Three to four 
weeks afte r fledging, adults feed young infrequently, ignoring 
most begging, and become aggressive toward young. While 
some young st ill in nest and others recently fledged, parents can 
divide feeding of young between them, each attending different 
individuals; once all young fledged and able to fl y, parents feed 
all young. As nestlings approach fledging age, instead of flying 
off immed iate ly after feeding nestlings, ad ults fly to perch 
nearby and call quietly and fly back and forth to nest. If 
nestlings do not respond after several minutes, adults fly off and 
repeat process on next visit. Fledging observed on one such 
visit: chick climbed out ofhole and perched on adjacent branch 
for c. 3 min before fluttering to ground and moving rapidly 
along ground to thick cover followed by agitated parent flying 
overhead; on reaching cover, fledgeling climbed shrub to height 
of c. 2m where parent fed it. In areas without cover nearby, or 
if young cannot fl y well, fledgelings remained on ground below 
nest for up to several hours on first leav ing nest, till parents 
escorted them to more distant cover. Flying ability of young 
upon fledging varies greatly; some able to fl y high into trees 
within minutes, others remain on or close to ground for up to 
several days. Fledgelings tend to assoc iate on ly with siblings; 
respond only to Begging Calls of one another, ignoring those of 
other broods nearby; little if any sibling rivalry occurs. Recent 
fledgelings usually stay within 100 m of nest for first 2 weeks, 
spending most of time perching quietly or sleeping. Thereafter, 
range over larger a rea but return to area round nest often 
during day and to roost at night (Sibson 194 7, 1949; Dawson 
1950; Wilkinson & Wilkinson 1952; Merton 1970; Dawe 1979; 
Hicks & Greenwood 1989; Greene 1990; T.C. Greene). Anti
predator response of young Nestlings and recently fledged 
young usually remain silent and still when disturbed; older 
young will attempt to fly away or seek dense cover. Inexperi
enced fledgelings often roost in exposed sites and are vulnerable 
to predation from Southern Boobooks Ninox novaeseelandiae 
(T.C. G reene). Parental anti-predator strategies Adults can 
call loudly if disturbed near nest. In response to potential aerial 
predators, usua lly fly rapidly toward dense cover while calling 
loudly, and ca lls can continue for some time after reaching 
cover (Dawe 1979; MacMillan 1990; T.C. Greene). 

VOICE Account prepared by T.C. Greene. Reasonably well 
known. Detailed study of captive birds and some recordings 
from wild, with sonagrams, by Pickard (1990), on which ac
count based unless stated. Pickard's samples small, especially for 
isolated subspec ies. Pickard recognized repertoire of eight basic 
adult calls and three nestling or juvenile calls (for nominate 
novaezelandiae). Most calls can be desc ribed as chattering. 
Often heard in flight, particularly where numerous; otherwise 
unobtrusive and usually quiet while feeding, giving only occa
sional soft calls; begging of fledged young noisy. Variety of soft 
calls used by adults to maintain contact; loud and prolonged 
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chattering calls given in flight and when alarmed. Vocalizations 
during copulat ion , begging and agonist ic behav iour obv ious 
and characteristic of behaviour (Dawe 1979; Greene 1988, 
1996; T.C. Greene). Recognition, location and contact be
tween ad ults and fledged young maintained using variety of 
calls (Moon 1957; Taylor 1985; Forsh aw & Cooper 1989; 
Oliver; NZRD; T.C. Greene). Adults call loudly when dis
turbed at or near nest; will fly rapidly to cover, calling loudly, 
where continue to call (see Social Behav iour). Nestlings and 
fledgelings usually remain silent when disturbed (Dawe 1979; 
MacMillan 1990; NZRD; T.C. Greene). Period of calling not 
studied. No seasonal differences reported. Mimicry not re
ported in wild; can learn to talk in captivity (Tavistock 1929). 
GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION: Calls of most populations similar, 
but some geographical variation. Within nominate novae
zelandiae, calls of Auckland Is populations do not differ signifi
cantly from those of populations from N I and S l. Calls from 
Chatham Is population (chathamensis) differ from nominate in 
frequency and length of note, but notes are of similar shape and 
intervals be tween notes similar. Calls from Kermadec Is 
populat ions (cyanurus) significantly longer than those of nomi
nate, particularly Vocal Loud Single-note Call. Calls from 
Antipodes Is populations (hochstetteri) differ markedly from 
those of nominate: structure of calls similar but with lower 
maximum frequency than in nominate; Vocal C h atter Display 
and Vocal C hatter Display Territory Calls similar to those of 
sympatric Antipodes Island Parakeet ( q. v.), though notes longer; 
Vocal Two-note C hatter Call resembles thatofYellow-crowned 
Parakeet (q.v.); Vocal Chatter and Vocal Loud S ingle Note 
Calls are unique (Pickard 1990; T.C. Greene). Calls of Norfolk 
I. and New Caledonian subspecies not stud ied (but see Other 
calls, below). 

Adult VOCAL CHATTER DISPLAY CALL: Long sequence of 
notes distinguished from Vocal Chatter Display Territory Call 
of adult male (q.v.) by shorter notes oflower pitch. Rendered ki
ki-ki-ki (Forshaw & Cooper 1989; NZRD) and rapid series of chit 
chit chit chit notes (sonagram A) with rattle- like quality (Cham
bers 1989). Vocal C hatter Display Call can be given by more 
than one bird at a time; in flight , delivered in short bursts of 6-
8 notes, with ch ange to slower harsher, lower-pitch ed calls after 
alighting (Dawe 1979). Functions as contact call in flight or 
when perched; may also function as low-intensity agonistic 
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call. Sometimes preceded by Vocal Loud S ingle-note Call (cf. 
Vocal Chatter Display Territory Call of adult male). VOCAL 

CHATTER CALL: Rather quiet call, uttered in sequences of 3-4 
notes, which vary in length and structure but are of generally 
constant pitch. A contact and conversational call , often given 
during maintenance activities. Given by single birds. Distinc
tive variant given by females (q.v.) in defence of nest. A ntipo
des Is population give distinctive version of this call (T.C. 
Greene). VOCAL CONVERSATION CHATTER CALL: String of soft, 
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high-pitched chattering notes; length and structure vary but 
pitch constant. A conversational or contact call. G iven by 
feeding, preening or resting birds; also given by groups of birds. 
VOCAL TWO-NOTE CHATTER CALL: Soft, inflected call of two 
notes that vary in pitch, duration and structure. Poss ibly func
tions as conversational or contact call. VOCAL SOFT SINGLE
NOTE CALL: S ingle high-pitched note uttered within sequences 
of Vocal Conversational C hatter. Functions as contact call 
between feeding birds. VOCAL LOUD SINGLE-NOTE CALL: Occurs 
in two forms, both of which can be given a few times before the 
described Chatter Display calls: ( 1) Short note that usually 
precedes Vocal C hatter Display Call; fu nctions as alarm or alert 
call; (2) Loud short note (slightly longer than first version) 
preced ing Vocal Chatter Display Territory Call of adult male 
(q.v.); functions in agonistic behaviour and to indicate aggres
sive intent. Antipodes Is population has distinctive version of 
this call (T.C. G reene). 

Adult male VOCAL CHATTER DISPLAY TERRITORY CALL: 
Single loud notes delivered rapidly at constant pitch; number 
of notes in sequence varies but may be > 30; often preceded by 
Vocal Loud Single-note Call. Functions as agonistic or alarm 
call. Loudness varies with circumstances of use. Adult female 
BEGGING CALL ( = Vocal Female Begging of Pickard 1990) : 
Described as single-note call , produced in varying sequences 
(Pickard 1990); or prolonged whining (Greene 1990; T.C. 
Greene). Given when begging for food from mate. Female also 
reported to sometimes utter high-p itched whine while Bill 
gaping during Courtship Display (Dawe 1979; T.C. Greene). 
Also give call like Begging Call when soliciting copulation; said 
to utter series ofhigh-pitched calls, described asher-her-her ... to 
signal willingness to copulate. Ca lls associated with copulation 
soft and inconspicuous (Dawe 1979; Greene 1990; T.C. Greene). 
VOCAL CHATTER CALL: Dist inctive version used by female in 
defence of nest (T.C. Greene), but no details. 

Other calls Following descriptions no doubt correspond 
to one or more of above calls. While perched, utter a shrill 
trisyllabic call or a soft tu-tu-tu-tu; sometimes utter subdued 
chattering while feeding (Forshaw & Cooper 1989). Other 
calls rendered as: tee-pee-wee (Williams 1976); pretty-dick 
(Andersen 1926; Williams 1976; Fallaetal.1981); twenty-eight 
(Buller 1888; Williams 1976 ); do-be-quick (Falla et al. 1981); 
and free-kick (Andersen 1926). Calls of Norfolk l. birds de
scribed as melod ious bleating and soft murmuring noises, one 
sounding like heigh-ho in a tone of cheerful res ignation (Tavistock 
1929). 

Young FOOD-BEGGING CALL ( = VOCAL NESTLING CHEEP of 
Pickard) : Nestlings beg from parents with rapidly repeated low
frequency note given for long periods; becomes louder, high er 
pitched and repeated more rapidly as chick grows, and evolves 
into different calls after fledging (Pickard 1990). Food-begging 
Call of fledgelings described as high-pitched, rapidly repeated 
disyllab ic call similar to that of Antipodes Island Parakeet 
(q.v.). Fledgelings can give slower, more querulous variant of 
this call when perched (NZRD; T.C. Greene). Begging Calls 
continue until moment of regurgitation then become muffled 
as food is swallowed (T.C. G reene). VOCAL NESTLING BUZZ: 
Sharp repeated buzzing; given by nestlings in alarm, distress and 
when disturbed by siblings. 

BREEDING Account prepared by T.C. Greene. Detailed 
study of breeding over 2 years on Little Barrier I., NI (Greene 
1988, 1990; T.C. Greene); a lso stud ied on Tiritiri Matangi I. 
(Dawe 1979) and Norfolk I. (Hicks & Greenwood 1989); some 
data from birds in captivity (Dawe 1979; Hicks & Greenwood 

1989) . Breeding appears related to climat ic conditions and 
seasonal availability offood (Forshaw 1980; Taylor 1985 ; T.C. 
Greene). Hybridize with Yellow-crowned Parakeet (Taylor 
197 5). 

Season Breeding recorded in all months of year, with main 
period of laying varying throughout range. ISLANDS ROUND NI 
AND Sl: Generally breed Oct.-Feb.; laying mostly Oct.-Dec., 
with peak in Dec.; eggs also in Mar. and Apr.; young in Aug., 
probably from eggs la id in June (O liver; T.C. Greene). NORFOLK 
I.: Laying recorded in all months (Hicks & Greenwood 1989); 
eggs, Oct., Dec., Feb. and Mar. (Basset Hull 1909; Hicks & 
Greenwood 1989); young, Mar. (Hicks & Greenwood 1989). 
KERMADEC IS: Laying, mainly Oct. and Nov. (Oliver) ; eggs and 
small young, Nov. (Taylor 1985 ); young in nest , late Nov. to 
early Jan .; fledging, late Dec. and early Jan . (Merton 1970). 
CHATHAM IS: Most eggs laid Oct.-Dec.; recently fledged young, 
early Nov. (Taylor 1985); eggs and feathered young, late Dec. 
(Fleming 1939). ANTIPODES IS: Nests found Nov.-Mar.; young 
in nests in Feb. (Taylor 1985; G. P. Elliott). 

Site In hollow or cavity in limb, spout, trunk or stump of 
living or dead tree; in natural hollows mod ified or repaired by 
humans. In NZ, in Kanuka Kunzea ericoides, Puriri Vitex lucens, 
Kauri Agathis australis, Mahoe Melicytus ramiflorus, Ngaio 
Myoporum laetum, Pohutukawa Metrosideros excelsa, Cordyline 
australis and Olearia; one pair nested in old nest of New Zealand 
Saddleback Philestumus carunculatus (Sibson 1947; Dawson 
1950; Wilkinson 1957; Veitch 1979; Moon 1979; CSN 32; T.C. 
Greene). On Norfolk !., most nests in Bloodwood Baloghia 
inophylla, Ironwood Nes tegis apetala, Ti Tree Cordyline obtecta 
and Norfolk Island Pine Araucariaheterophylla (Hicks & G reen
wood 1989). On Kermadec Is, in Metrosideros kermadecensis 
(Merton 1970). In areas lacking suitable tree-hollows, will nest 
in holes in cliffs , banks, root-mass of fallen tree, in crevice in 
rock, tunnel in dense crown of fern Polys tichium, leafy base of 
Xeronema callistemon, in burrow of White- necked Petrels 
Pterodroma cervicalis or Broad-billed Prions Pachyptila vittata; 
also recorded breeding under eaves ofbuilding (Reischek 1885; 
Wilkinson & Wilkinson 1952 ; Merton 1970; Taylor 1985; 
Bellingham 1987; Sagar 1988; Hicks & G reenwood 1989; 
Oliver; NZ NRS; T.C. Greene; R.H. Tay lor). MEASUREMENTS 
(m): H eight of entrance: on Norfolk!., usually <2m (Hicks & 
Greenwood 1989); on Little Barrier I. , 2.8 (1.5; 0-6.4; 25) 
(T.C. Greene). Height of nest- tree: on Little Barrier!. , 12.9 
(3.0; 8-20; 24) (T.C. Greene). Minimum distance between 
active nests c. 30m but largely dependent on availability of 
suitable nesting sites. S ites trad itional, often used by same birds 
for successive broods; nesting failure often results in use of 
alternat ive nest-sites in same or subsequent years (Dawe 1979; 
T.C. Greene); one site used for at least 14 years (Oliver) . Often 
ev icted from burrows of seab irds (R.H. Taylor; NZ NRS); Kiore 
Rattus exulans known to exclude Parakeets from traditional 
sites by caching food in holes (T.C. G reene). Both adults 
prospect for suitable site; female makes final choice (Moon 
1957; Dawe 1979; T.C. Greene) . 

Nest, Materials Nest-chamber a roughly circular depres
sion at end of hollow or burrow, or in darkest corner of cavity. 
Lined with material from surrounding substrate, including dry 
powdered wood, earth, powdered pumice, feathers, moss, grass 
stems, tree-fern scales or other dry plant material (Moon 1979; 
Taylor 1985; Oliver; T.C. Greene; R.H. Taylor). Female exca
vates depression using bill to loosen substrate and feet to rake 
material away; debris ejected from nest at entrance at regular 
intervals; material lining or protruding into nest-chamber 
often chewed and added to nest; less intensive preparation 



continues during lay ing but declines with onset of incubation. 
Interval between occupation of site and onset of laying usually 
4, occasionally 6, weeks; interval appears to be sign ificantly 
reduced if re-nest ing occurs (T.C. Greene). MEASUREMENTS: 

On Norfolk 1. , nest-chamber 20-40 em diameter (Hicks & 
Greenwood 1989). Nesting depression up to 10 em deep and 15 
em wide depending on size of nest-chamber and depth of 
substrate (T.C. G reene ). On Little Barrier 1., size of entrance to 
nest 99.6 cm2 (86.6; 25-341; 25); depth to nest-chamber 77.1 
em ( 46. 1; 16-144; 25) (T.C. Greene). Length of burrow, 10 and 
c. 100 em (Sagar 1988; R.H. Taylor). On Norfolk 1., said to 
compete for hollows with Crimson Rosellas Platycercus elegans 
and Common Starlings (Hicks & Greenwood 1989). 

Eggs Broadly elliptical; smooth; lustre less; white (Forshaw ). 
MEASUREMENTS: NJ: 25 .8 (0.44; 25.3-26.4; 6) X 20.7 (0.26; 
20.2-20.9 ); 25.5 (0.82; 24.5-26.6; 5) X 21.2 (0.59; 20.5-22.0; 
5) (Oliver); Kermadec Is, 27.1 (0.93; 25.5-28.5; 8) x 21.2 
(0.82; 20.0-22.2) (Oliver; R.H . Taylor); Chatham Is, 26 .5 x 
21.5, 28 .5 x 21.0, 23.5 x 20.5, 24.0 x 20.5 (Fleming 1939); 
Norfolk 1., 26.7 (2.60; 22.4-29.2; 5) x 22.4 (1.73; 19.8-24.6) 
(Basset Hull1909; Forshaw ). In captiv ity, 25.8 (23.4-28.2; 12) 
x 21.3 (19. 2-23.7) (Forshaw & Cooper 1989). WEIGHT: N I, 
6.14 (0.21; 6.0-6.5; 10); in captivity: 6.11 (5.3-7.0; 19) and 
5.17 (4.7-5.6; 17) (Dawe 1979). 

Clutch-size Mean 7.0 (4-9; 20): C/4 x 1, C/6 X 5, C/7 x 
7, C/8 X 6, C/9 X 1 (T.C. Greene); 3-10 (Oliver) ; up to 11 
(Buller 1888). On Norfolk 1. , 6 (1-8) (Hicks & Greenwood 
1989); on Kermadecls, 2-5 (Taylor 1985; O liver); on Chatham 
Is, 5-7 (Fleming 1939; Taylor 1985). 

Laying Eggs laid at intervals of 2 days (Hicks & G reen
wood 1989). On Little Barrier 1. , interva l between first and 
second egg, 1.6 days (1.0; 1- 4; 13 ); second and third, 1.5 days 
(0.5; 1-2; 12); third and fourth, 1.9 days (0.8; 2-3; 12); fourth 
and fifth, 1.9 days (0.3; 1-2; 11) ; fifth and sixth, 2.3 days (0.6; 
1-3; 11); sixth and seventh, 3.5 days ( 1.6; 3-8; 9); seventh and 
eighth, 2.6 days (1.5; 1- 4; 3) (T.C. Greene); third and fourth 
egg laid within 2 days (Sibson 1947). In wild , start of second 
clutch c. 2 weeks afte r failure of first nesting attempt; one 
replacement clutch laid within 14 days of death of nestlings 
(T.C. Greene). Usually only one successful breed ing attempt in 
any given season (T.C. Greene). On Norfolk 1., a wild-bred 
female, released from captivity, la id four clutches in 8 months; 
last clutch started before young from third nest had fledged 
(Hicks & Greenwood 1989). 

Incubation By female only; begins with first or second egg 
(Wilkinson & Wilkinson 1952), or second or third egg (Hicks 
& G reenwood 1989). During incubat ion, female call ed from 
nest at c. 1 h intervals to be fed by male; feeding bouts last 4-
6 min; both then fly off to feed; female returns after c. 10 min 
(Moon 1979). Mean length of st ints during incubat ion , 68.9 
min (27.0; 40). Eggs arranged within nest to facilitate incuba
tion; large clutches may be arranged in a rectangu lar pattern 
with eggs in pairs; eggs moved regularly from periphery of clutch 
to centre; female often changes position on clutch (T.C. Greene) . 
INCUBATION PERIOD: 18-21 days (Falla et al. 1981; Hicks & 
Greenwood 1989; Forshaw ); for 17 clutches of marked eggs, 23-
25 days (T.C. Greene). Females may eat part of shell of freshly 
hatched eggs; remnants often buried or trampled into floor of 
nest (T.C. Greene). Female generally defecates when out of 
nest, being fed or feeding (T.C. G reene). 

Young Altricial; semi-nidicolous. At hatching, eyes closed 
and sparsely covered in fine light-grey down; over next 3-4 
days, down thickens and darkens (Dawe 1979; T.C. G reene). 
At 5-6 days, feather-tracts visible under skin, and particularly 
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prominent on wings, tail and scapulars; at 9 days, eyes begin to 
open and continue to open slowly over next 10 days; at 12 days, 
pins emerge on crown and wings; at 18-22 days, rectr ices, 
remiges and first feathers of body burst from pins; at c. 30 days, 
nearly fully feathered, with some pins sti ll present on flanks, 
rump and face. Growth Nominate novaezelandiae: Weight (g): 
at hatching, 4.6 (0.6; 3.65-5.75; 15); maximum, 87.8 (13; 71-
100; 6); at fledging, 81.3 (16.6; 59-100; 6); usually reach adult 
body-weight at 26-28 days (T.C. G reene). Parental care, Role 
of sexes Brooded closely till all eggs hatch; length of brood ing 
period for first 14 days, 60. 1 min ( 40.9; 3-224; 43 ); after 14-20 
days, length of brooding periods decreases, and female spends 
longer intervals away from nest (T.C. Greene). Young fed 
mostly by female; male may finish rearing young if female re
nests (Hicks & Greenwood 1989). In captivity, fema le feeds 
chicks, in nest (Hicks & Greenwood 1989) . A t first, young fed 
only by female, who is fed by male; bill usually seized at right 
angles and food regurgitated using a pumping act ion; food may 
be regurgitated up to six times per feeding visit; at 14-20 days, 
male ass ists in feeding young (Wilkinson & Wilkinson 1952; 
T.C. Greene; see Relat ions within family group) . Young def
ecate in nest; faeces generally become buried in nesting mate
rial during movements of adults or young. O n Norfolk 1., two 
instances of chicks being placed in other nests and fostered 
successfully (Hicks & Greenwood 1989). 

Fledging to independence FLEDGING PERIOD: On islands 
round N I and SI, 5-6 weeks (Taylor 1985 ); Little Barrier 1. , 40.9 
days (4.7; 32-49; 45) (T.C. Greene); Norfolk 1., c. 7 weeks 
(Hicks & Greenwood 1989); Kermadec Is, 32-40 days (Merton 
1970; Dawe 1979). In captivity, 38-45 days (Dawe 1979); older 
of two chicks fledged at 44 days (Hicks & Greenwood 1989). 
Young fledge after considerable encouragement from adults; 
young usually leave nest within 2 or 3 days of each other, 
regard less of age; fledgelings 40 or more days old able to fly on 
leav ing nest, younger fledgelings ( <36 days) often inept or 
unable to fly and may spend up to 7 days on ground or low 
perches in dense cover (Wilkinson & Wilkinson 1952; T.C. 
G reene; also see Relations within family group). After fledging, 
young remain near nest and are dependent on parents for 2-3 
weeks (Hicks & Greenwood 1989). Fledgelings stay within 100 
m of nest for first 2 weeks; after 13 days, fledge! ings begin to feed 
themselves; form family groups afte r fledging (Dawson 1950; 
Merton 1970; Dawe 1979; T.C. Greene). Young generally 
independent c. 30 days after fledging (T.C. Greene). 

Success From 20 nests on Little Barrier 1. : 140 eggs laid, 
117 (84%) hatched, 46 (33%) fledged, equalling 2.3 young 
fledged per nest, and 3. 1 young per successful nest; 16% of eggs 
laid infertile (T.C. Greene). Smallest chicks often die in nest. 
Reasons for failure of five nests: deserted after nest became 
infested by blood-sucking mites; deserted at nestling stage for 
reasons unknown; deserted because of disturbance from other 
birds; young starved as result of poor prov isioning by male; 
Kiore ate chicks (T.C. Greene). O n Norfolk I. , 15 young 
fledged from eigh t nests; 21 from 14; rats take eggs and young 
(Hicks & Greenwood 1989) ; Black Rats Rattus rattus responsi
ble for failure of five of 14 known breeding attempts (including 
death of two incubat ing females) in 1988-89 season (Hicks & 
Greenwood 1989). On Little Barrier 1., Southern Boobooks 
take 30-40% of fl edgelings (T.C. Greene) . 

Other known predators of adults and fledgelings include 
fera l cats (Merton 1970; Dawe 1979; Taylor 1979, 1985; 
MacMillan 1990; O liver), StoatsMustelaerminea (Taylor 1985 ; 
Murphy & Dowding 1995), Brown Rats Rattus norvegicus 
(Merton 1970, Taylor 1985 ), Swamp Harriers Circus afJproximans 
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(T.C. Greene) and Long-finned Eels Anguilla dieffenbachii 
(T.C. Greene). 

PLUMAGES Prepared by A.M. Dunn. Fledge in juvenile 
plumage. Undergo complete post-juvenile (first pre-basic) moult 
to adu lt plumage probably toward end of first year. Thereafter, 
complete post-breeding moults each cycle produce successive 
adult plumages without change in appearance. Sexes similar. 
Probably first breed at 1 year old. Eight subspecies; nominate 
novaezelandiae described be low. 

Adult (First and subsequent basic). HEAD AND NECK: 
Forehead, lores, forecrown to level with rear of eye, and short 
str ipe on ear-coverts behind eye, crimson (108) ; fe athers of 
forehead and crown have concealed narrow yellow (c58) bar 
above greyish-brown (79) bases. Hindcrown, supercilium (from 
above front of eye ), hindneck, sides of neck and most ear
coverts, green (between c60 and 260) . Cheeks and sides of 
throat, slightly yellower, lime-green (cl59). Feathers of chin 
and centre of throat, small, dark grey (83) with pale-green 
(162D) tips to some. All green feathers of head and neck have 
concealed brownish-grey (79) bases, except for small patch of 
feathers on centre of hindneck, which have concealed narrow 
pale-yellow (157) band above wh ite bases. UPPERPARTS: Most 
feathers green (between c60 and 260) with concealed brown
ish-grey (79) bases. Small patch of feathers on each side of 
upper rump, crimson ( 108 ); patches usually concealed by folded 
wings when at rest. UNDERPARTS: Ye llowish green (ne) with 
concealed grey (84) bases to feathers; flanks and sides of belly 
tend to be slightly darker than rest . Longer undertail-coverts 
have bluish streak near shafts. UPPERTAIL: Mostly dark green 
(cl46) with black shafts and concealed grey-black (82) inner 
edges to t2- t6. UNDERTAIL: Dark ye llowish-grey (yellowish 83 ). 
UPPERWING: Secondary coverts, green (between c60 and 260) 
with concealed brownish-grey (79) bases to lesser and median 
coverts and concealed dark-brown ( cl2 l) inner webs to greater 
coverts. Lesser and median primary coverts, blue-green (ne). 
Alula mostly dark blue (74) with black-brown inner eqge to 
feathers. Outer webs of greater primary coverts grade from dark 
blue (74) on outermost to dark blue-green (ne) on innermost; 
also grade into inner webs, which are black-brown ( 119) with 
greenish tinge near tips. Secondaries and inner primaries have 
black-brown ( 119 ) to dark-brown (1 21) inner web and tip and 
dark-green ( cl46) outer web; most birds have concealed pale
yellow ( 157) spot in middle of inner edge. On p6-p9, outer web 
dark blue (74) on basal half, grading to dark green (cl46) 
subterminally and with very fine pale-yellow ( 157) edge ; whole 
tip and most of inner web, black-brown (119); some have 
concealed pale-yellow ( 157) spot in middle of inner edge. P1 0 
mostly black-brown (119) with greenish tinge to outer edge. 
UNDERWING: Lesser and med ian coverts, green-blue ( c 164) with 
grey (84) bases to feathers. G reater coverts, grey (84), some
times with very faint yellowish spot on inner web forming very 
faint bar across greater coverts. Primaries and secondaries, dark 
brown (cl21 ); most birds have varying pale-yellow (157) spot 
or smudge on inner edge of inner primaries (pl to about p6) and 
most secondaries (s1 to about s7); some birds unmarked; yel
lowish marks combine to form varyingly distinct underwing
bar; bar sometimes extremely faint; occasionally no bar. 

Downy young See Breeding: Young. At hatch ing, cov
ered in fine light-grey down (Dawe 1979). 

Juvenile Green plumage slightly duller than in adult, but 
probably only ev ident in direct comparison in the hand. Differ
ences from adult: HEAD AND NECK: Feathers of forecrown, green 
(c260) with crimson (1 08) tips; crimson not as extensive, 

extending only to front of eye. Green of head and neck slightly 
duller (c260). UPPERPARTS: S lightly duller green . Red patch on 
side of rump smaller, with only one or two red feathers. UNDER
PARTS: S lightly du ller green. UPPERWING: S lightly du ller. 
UNDERWING: Lesser and median coverts slightly duller. A lways 
have bold pale-yellow (157) spots on inner edge of most 
primaries and secondaries, forming much bolder underwing-bar 
than in adults; spots larger and usually extend to p10 on 
primaries. 

Aberrant plumage Several colour variations have been 
recorded (Oliver) , most being replacement of green plumage 
with some other colour. Yellow colour-morphs rare in wild but 
common in captivity; have all green plumage replaced by pale 
yellow, but red and blue markings unchanged . 

Hybrids H ybrid ize with Yellow-crowned Parakeet on 
Mangere !., Chatham Grp (Taylor 1975, 1985; Flack 1976; 
Nixon 1982, 1994) and on Auckland Is (Taylor 1975). Hybrids 
vary considerably. Some very similar to Red-crowned Parakeet 
but with orange bordering red on crown. Some very similar to 
Ye llow-crowned Parakeet but with faint yellowish-orange spots 
beh ind eyes. Most are intermediate between these plumages, 
with narrow red band on forehead, orange crown, and small 
reddish -orange patches behind eyes and on side of rump (Taylor 
1975). 

BARE PARTS Based on photos (Hicks & G reenwood 1989; 
Moon 1992; Temple 1996; Crome & Shields); published de
scriptions (Oliver; NZRD), and museum labels (MV, NMNZ). 

NOMINATE NOVAEZELANDIAE: Adult Bill, white to pale 
bluish-grey (c86) with a black (89) cutting edge and tip. Cere, 
dark grey (83) to black (89). Iris, red (1 0 or 11) or bright orange 
(MV). O rbital ring, grey-black (82 ) to black (89). Legs and feet, 
grey (87) ,darkgrey (83 ) or pale brown (Oliver). Downy young 
Bill , pinkish horn; iris, dark; legs and feet , pinkish grey (NZRD; 
R.H. Taylor). Juvenile Bill, pink (108D). Cere, greyish pink 
(greyish 108D). Tongue, pinkish grey (pinkish 84 ). Iris, black
brown (cl19); said to change to pale reddish-brown (NZRD). 
O rbital ring and periophthalmic ring, dark grey (83) . Legs and 
feet, as adult. CYANURUS: Adult Bill, light blue-grey or slate
grey with black tip (NMNZ), or bluish (Oliver). Iris, dark 
yellow, pale yellow (NMNZ) or red (Oliver). Feet, greyish 
brown (Oliver; NMNZ) or greyish black (NMNZ). Downy 
young, Juvenile No information. CHATHAMENSIS: Adult Bill , 
pearl-grey with black tip (NMNZ) or bluish (Oliver). Iris, 
ye llow (Oliver) or orange (NMNZ). Feet, grey (Oliver) or 
greyish black (NMNZ). Downy young, Juvenile No informa
tion. HOCHSTETTERI: Adult Bill , pearl-grey with black tip 
(NMNZ). Iris, ye llow-red (NZRD), bright orange or light buff 
(NMNZ). Legs and feet, dark grey (NMNZ). Downy young, 
Juvenile No information. COOKII: Adult Bill, white to pale 
bluish -grey (c86) with black (89) cutting edge and tip. Cere, 
black (89). Iris, red (210). Orbital ring, dark grey (83 ). Legs and 
feet, dark grey (83). Downy young Based on photos (Hicks & 
Greenwood 1989). Bill , dull pink (c5 ). Iris, very dark. Legs and 
feet, grey ish pink (ne). Juvenile No information. ERYTHROTIS: 
Adult Bi ll, black with whitish-blue base to upper mandible. 
Iris, yellow or red. Feet, greenish brown (Oliver) . Downy 
young, Juvenile No information . 

MOULTS Based on examination of 112 adult skins (35 
novaeze landiae; 20 cyanurus; 44 chathamensis; 7 hochstetteri; 6 
cookii) (AIM, CM, NMNZ), e ight juvenile skins (6 novae
zelandiae; 2 cookii) (AIM, C M) and published information. 
Adult post-breeding (Second and subsequent pre-basic) . 



Complete. Primaries usually centrifugal, starting at p6 (Strese
mann & Stresemann 1966; Holyoak 1973 ), but sometimes 
moult inner two or three primaries outward from p1; from skins, 
seven of eight began from p6, one from pS. Innermost 2-3 
primaries sometimes appear to be of a different age to others and 
occasionally one or two primaries in middle of wing appear 
much older than others; possibly results from skipping primaries 
during moult or replacing primaries out of sequence and may be 
related to age, but not enough information. Primaries replaced 
rapidly, often with 2-4 feathers growing at once. Moult can 
differ between left and right wing. Timing of moult can differ 
slightly between subspecies; probably result of differences in 
timing of breeding. No information on moult of tail of any 
subspecies. In NOVAEZELANDIAE from mainland NZ, only three 
recorded with active moult of primaries; one just starting in Jan. 
(PMS=3 ), one in early stages in Sept. (PMS= 18), and one 
nearing completion in Oct. (PMS=35). Moult of body recorded 
from most months between Oct. and Apr., but appeared heavi
est in Dec. and Jan. No moult of body recorded from other 
months, but only two skins collected between May and Aug. In 
CYANURUS from Kermadec Is, three offive collected in Nov. were 
just beginning moult of primaries (PMS 3-6) and one had slight 
moult of body in Dec.; none of 11 collected between Jan. and 
Sept. were moulting. In CHATHAMENSIS from Chatham Is, moult 
of primaries appears to start between Dec. and Feb. (one in 
Dec., PMS=2; two from Jan., PMS=2 and 10; one from Feb., 
PMS=1; one from Mar., PMS= 17). Moult of body was recorded 
in Mar., Sept. and Dec. (n=3 ); one in Mar. had heavy moult, the 
others only slight moult. No moult recorded in Oct. or Nov. 
(n=18). No information from Apr. to Aug. In HOCHSTETTERI 

from Antipodes Is, all collected between June and Nov. and 
none were moulting primaries. Two were moulting body; one in 
Sept. and one in Nov. In COOKII from Norfolk I., one was just 
starting moult of primaries in Feb. (PMS= 13) and another was 
about half finished in Nov. (PMS=26); neither had active 
moult of body. Others collected from Oct. and Nov. were not 
moulting. Post-juvenile (First pre-basic). Very little informa
tion. Probably complete. Only specimens of nominate 
novaezelandiae were moulting. Of two birds actively moulting 
primaries, one in Feb. (PMS=6) had one new and one growing 
feather, the other in Apr. (PMS= 19) had replaced three prima
ries and had two growing primaries. Three had active moult of 
body, one each in Apr., May and Sept. No information on moult 
of tail. 

MEASUREMENTS NOMINATE novaezelandiae: (1-3) NZ 
main islands and offshore islands, skins (AIM, CM, MV, NMNZ): 
(1) Adults, wild birds; (2) Juveniles, wild birds; (3) Adults, 
aviary stock. ( 4) Poor Knights and Aorangi Is, live; sexed using 
plot of wing-length against bill-length that resulted in two 
distinct clusters (Sagar 1988). 

MALES FEMALES 

WING (1) 13l.S (5.37; 120- 140; 26) I25.9 (4.11; 119-133; IS) ** 
(2) 121, I32, 135 123.0 (2 71; 119- 125; 4) 
(3) 131.0 (2.34; 126-135; I6) 124 0 (5.72; ll3- 133; 9) ** 
(4) 130.4 (5.01; 114- 142; 143) 122.7 (5.27; 104-135; 54) ** 

TAIL (1) 136.2 (10.94; 116-162; 21) 127.2 (6.71; 116-143; 15) ** 
(2) 120, 131, 13S 114, li S, 132 
(3) 131.7 (6.37; 119- 141; II) 123.0 (12.2; 103-145; 10) 
(4) 133.9 (13.6S; 99-164; 55) 125.9 (12.03; 103-147; 22) ** 

BILL (1) 16.3 (1.30; 13.2-IS.5; 26) 14.3 (121; 12.9-17.0; 19) ** 
(2) 16.7, 17.0 12.6 (0.76; 12.0-13.7; 4) 
(3) 16.7 (1.40; 12.5-19.2; IS) 13.3 (0.52; 12.6-14.3; 13) ** 
(4) 17.0 (0.79; 14.6- 19.3; ISO ) 13.6 (0.63; 12.2-14.S; 62) ** 
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BILLW (4) 10.4 (0.46; 9.1-ll.S; 174) S.9 (0.36; 7.7-9.6; 56) ** 
TARSUS (l) 212 (0.91; 19.4-23.0; 23) 20.6 (1.00; 19.0-22.5; 14) ns 

(2) 19.4, 212 19.9 (O.SO; 19.0-20.9;4) 
(3) 20.9 (l.OS; IS.7-22.2; 15) 20.0 (1.04; IS.6-2 l.S; 10) 
(4) 2Ll (O.S4; 19.9-23.2; 14) 20.2 (O.SS; IS.9-22.0; 11) ** 

TOEC (I) 24.4 (1.27; 21.3-27.0; IS) 22.5 (l.OS; 20.1-24.1; 15) ** 
(2) 22.9, 23.6 21.9 
(3) 23.1 (1.44; 20.9-25.2; 10) 21.4 (0.61; 20.7-22.2; 4) 

CYANURUS: (5) Kermadec Is, adults, skins (AIM, CM, 
NMNZ). 

MALES FEMALES 

WING (5) 140.1 (4.35; 133-147; II) 133.S (5.11; 12S-143; 6) 
TAIL (5) 157.6 (10.26; 142-170; 7) 137, 147, 147 
BILL (5) 17.7 (LIO; 15.0- 19.1; 12) 15.1 (1.63; 13.0- 17.5; 6) ** 
TARSUS (5) 22.3 ( 1.23; 20.6-24.4; 12) 21.3 (O.SS; 20.2-22.7; 6) ns 
TOEC (5) 26.2 (1.47; 23.S-2S.5; 10) 25.0 ( 1.02; 23.4-26.2; 5) ns 

CHATHAMENSIS: (6) Chatham Is, adults, skins (AIM, CM, 
NMNZ). 

MALES FEMALES 

WING (6) 136.5 (4.11; 12S-145; 31) 131.4 (3.72; 125-137; 16) ** 
TAIL (6) 136.9 (13.68; I09- I56; 2S) 134.2 (7.91; 123-150; 15) ns 
BILL (6) 170(0.75; 15.5-IS.7;31) 14.1 (1.47; 12.4-17.4; 15) ** 
TARSUS (6) 212 (0.93; 19.3-234; 31) I9.9 (0.83; IS.S-21.5; 15) ** 
TOEC (6) 24.5 (1.05; 22.2-26.6; 23) 23.6 ( 1.02; 21.9-25.0; 8) 

HOCHSTETTERI: Antipodes Is, skins: (7) Adults (AIM, 
AM, CM, NMNZ). (8) Adults (Forshaw & Cooper 1989). 

MALES 

WING (7) 138.2 (3.70; 132-141; 5) 
(8) 143.4 (135- 150; 11) 

TAIL (7) 133, 134, 142 
(8) 126.3 (116-131; 11) 

BILL (7) 18.6 (0.72; 17.4-19.3; 5) 
(8) 18.7 (18-19; II) 

TARSUS (7) 24.5 (0.66; 23.7-25.2; 5) 
(8) 24.6 (23-26; II) 

TOEC (7) 26.9, 27.1, 29.1 

FEMALES 

132.8 (1.72; 131-135; 6) 
129 
134.5 (1.29; 133-136; 4) 
117 

16.2 (1.76; 14.8- 19.6; 6) 
15 
23.1 (1.44; 2Ll-25.5; 6) ns 
22 
26.2 (1.07; 25.0-27.6; 4) 

COOKII: Norfolk I., skins: (9) Adults (AIM, AM, ANWC, 
NMNZ). (10) Juveniles (ANWC). (11) Adults (Forshaw & 
Cooper 1989). 

MALES FEMALES 

WING (9) 144.8 (6.57; 134-lSI; 7) 134, 136, 151 
(10) 141, 143 
(11) 145.5 (l3S-150; IS) 134.1 (128-137; 15) 

TAIL (9) 156.0 (7.11; 149-166; 5) 140, 155 
(II) 154.5 (138-183; IS) 145.1 (136-169; 15) 

BILL (9) 20.6 ( 1.63; 17.6-22.8; 8) 17.5, 1S.7, 21.5 
(10) 19.1, 19.3 
{11) 21.3 (20-23; 18) 17.4 {17-19; 15) 

TARSUS (9) 23.4 (Ll1; 21.2-24.8; 8) 22.4, 22.8, 24.5 
(10) 24.0, 241 
(I I) 23.4 (21-25; 18) 22.2 (21-23; 15) 

TOEC (9) 29.1 (2.40; 26.3-31.7; 7) 27.1 
(!0) 29.6 

SUBFLAVESCENS: (12) Lord Howe I., adults, skins (Forshaw 
& Cooper 1989). 

MALES FEMALES 

WING (12) 147 149 
TAIL (12) 145 162 
BILL (12) 19 22 
TARSUS (12) 21 22 
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ERYTHROTIS: Macquarie I.: (1 3 ) Adult skin (C M). (14) 
Adult skins (Forshaw & Cooper 1989). 

UN SEXED 

WING (13) 138 
(14) 142, 145 

TAIL (13) 136 
(14) 128, 158 

BILL (13) 14.7 
(14) 15, 20 

TARSUS (1 3) 23.4 
(14) 21, 24 

For additional measurements, see Forshaw & Cooper 
(1989). 

WEIGHTS Nominate novaezelandiae: ( 1-2) Adults, museum 
labels (AIM, NMNZ): (1) NZ and offshore islands, wild birds; 
(2) Aviary stock. (3) Poor Knights and Aorangi Is, live; sexed 
using plot of wing-length against bill-length that resulted in 
two distinct clusters (Sagar 1988). 

(1) 
(2) 
(3 ) 

MALES 

72,87 
63, 65,89 
82.1 (8.80; 63-113; 181) 

FEMALES 

46 
43 
67.9 (7.48; 50-90; 64) ** 

Weight of live birds varied during year: highest in May; 
declined gradually from Aug. to Nov. Pattern of change in weight 
was similar for both sexes, but degree of change was greater in 
males (Sagar 1988 ). One unsexed adult weighed 70 g (AIM). 

Other subspecies, all adults, from museum labels (ANWC, 
NMNZ). Subspecies cyanurus, Kermadec Is: males 87.7 ( 10.34; 
75-98; 4 ); females 73, 73. Subspecieschathamensis, Chatham Is: 
males 82, 83. Subspecies hochstetteri , Antipodes Is: male 91. 
Subspecies cookii, Norfolk I.: male 100. 

STRUCTURE Wing short broad and wedge-shaped, with 
rounded tip. Ten primaries: p8longest; pl08-16 mm shorter, p9 
0-2, p7 0-3, p6 12-16, p5 24-29, p4 31-37, p3 32-34, p2 37-
44, p1 40-46. P7-p9 have emarginat ion on outer web and p9 or 
p10 or both have slight emarginat ion of inner web. About 12 
secondaries, including about four tertials; tips oflongest tertials 
fall between p2 and p3 on folded wing. Tail long and pointed; 
12 rectrices; tl longest, t6 53-58 mm shorter. Bill short and 
broad. Cutting edges of upper mandible sharp and slightly 
convex from base to about 5 mm from tip, then concave to tip; 
tip rounded in front but with sharp cutting edge; lower mandi
ble broad and scoop- like, with slightly raised cutting edge at tip. 
Narrow mostly bare cere along base of upper mandible, in 
which small rounded nostrils situated close to top. Tarsus 
medium length and slender; granulate. Tibia fully feathered. 
Outer toe directed backward. O uter hindtoe 83-92% of outer 
front, inner front 73-81%, inner hind 44-5 2%. 

GEOGRAPHICAL VARIATION Eight subspecies, seven 
within HANZAB region; two subspecies extinct. Nominate 
novaezelandiae in main islands of NZ and surrounding islands, 
Stewart I. and Auckland Is; cyanurus on Kermadec Is; 
chathamensis on C hatham Is; hochstetteri on Antipodes Is; 
ery throtis on Macquarie I. (extinct); cookii on Norfolk !.; 
subflavescens on Lord Howe I. (extinct); and saissetti from New 
Caledonia. Subspecies differ in size and coloration. Plumages of 
nominate novaezelandiae described above. 

SUBSPECIES CYANURUS: Significantly larger than nominate 
in all measurements for both sexes (P< 0.01). Plumage differs 
slightly from nominate: green of much of plumage slighly bluer; 
outer web of primaries much bluer, with only a trace of green on 
outer web of inner primaries, which appear mostly greenish 
blue; lesser and median underwing-coverts noticeably bluer; 
tail has slightly bluer tinge, especially on outer rectrices; 
undertail-coverts noticeably bluer. 

SUBSPECIES CHATHAMENSIS: Significantly larger than nomi
nate in Wing (both sexes, P<O.O l), Bill (male, P<O.OS) and 
Tail and Toe C (female, P<0.01 ). Plumage differs only slightly 
from nominate: red markings on head and sides of rump brighter, 
red (c210); and facial area slightly bluer green. 

SUBSPECIES HOCHSTETTERI: Significantly larger than nomi
nate in Wing, Bill, Tarsus and Toe C (P<0.01 for both sexes). 
All plumages distinctly yellower than nominate: red of fore
head, forecrown and spots at sides of rump slightly lighter, red 
(12-210); underparts much yellower, yellow-green (c58) with 
no blue in undertail-coverts; all remiges and rectrices have very 
fine yellow (c55) outer edges; feathers of alula and greater 
primary coverts of upperwing paler and more greenish; median 
and lesser underwing-coverts slightly more greenish. 

SUBSPECIES ERYTHROTIS: Probably larger than nominate, 
but insufficient data to test significance. Only one skin exam
ined. Differed only slightly in plumage from nominate: paler 
and more yellowish; blue on remiges paler and washed with 
green; doubtfully distinct from hochstetteri (Forshaw & Cooper 
1989). 

SUBSPECIES COOKII: Larger than nominate; all measure
ments of adult males significantly larger than nominate adult 
males (P<0.01 ); sample sizes too small to compare females. 
Forshaw & Cooper (1989) describe plumage as similar to 
nominate. But photos (in Hicks & Greenwood [1989]) show 
red on head poss ibly slightly darker than in nominate and red 
behind eye present as faint spot rather than stripe. 

SUBSPECIES SUBFLAVESCENS: No skins examined. Probably 
larger than nominate (based on measurements from Forshaw & 
Cooper [1989]). Plumage more yellow than nominate, espe
cially on cheeks and underparts; red markings on head not so 
extensive (Forshaw & Cooper 1989). 

SUBSPECIESSAISSETTI: No skins examined. Based on measure
ments from Forshaw & Cooper ( 1989), probably similar in size 
to nominate. Plumage differs slightly from nominate: face and 
upperparts more yellow; red on crown, paler, brighter (Forshaw 
& Cooper 1989). 
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Volume 4, Plate 24 [caption error corrected from original ) 

Antipodes Island Parakeet Cymwrmnplms tmicolor (page 469) 
1 Adult male; 2, 3 Adult 

Red-crowned Parakeet Cymwramplws novnezelandiae (page 475) 
NOMINATE NOVAEZELANO/A£: 4 Adult male; 5 Juvenile female; 6, 7 Adult; 8 Juveni le 
SUBSPECIES CHATHAMENSJS: 9 Adult male 

Yellow-crowned Parakeet Cyanormuplws auriceps (page 492) 
NOMINATEAURICEPS: 10 Adult male; 11, 12 Adult 
SUBSPECIES FORBES/: 13 Adult male 
SUBSPECIES MALHERBJ : 14 Adult female 

Hybrid Red-crowned C.n. clmtlmmensis x Yellow-crowned C.a . forbes i Parakeet 
15 Red-crowned type; 16 Yellow-crowned type; 17 Intermediate type 
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